
“Nightmares”

Deep inside the man known as Maverick something was broken. He’d never
been the kind of being who could fix things easily. He’d known others like that
throughout his life, sentients who could take items discarded as useless and
somehow, as if by magic, manipulate it, craft it, turn it back into something
productive.
But he wasn’t sure what was broken, and he had serious doubts that he could
ever be turned into anything productive again. It wasn’t a bone or cartilage that
was broken; all of his limbs and digits and for the most part his mind seemed to
be in working order. No, whatever was broken inside was deep, far below the
surface and now, standing hunched over in the rain, hacking the remnants of his
lunch onto the sidewalk, he wasn’t sure if what was broken could ever be fixed,
or was even worth fixing anymore.
Someone, a female maybe, behind him made a rude comment and he
contemplated turning and gunning her down in the street. No, that wouldn’t
work, that would just jeopardize “the Mission.”
“The Mission”, the focus was always  “The Mission.”  Sometimes it was a
simple kidnapping. Sometimes it was a simple bombing. Sometimes it was a
simple assassination. Funny thing, “The Mission” was never simple.
This time “The Mission,” was the murder-correction-“assassination” of Binley
Morgan, the Governor Elect of Itari Prime.  Maverick managed a chuckle
through his cracked dry lips.  When you were just an average Joe, and someone
killed you for personal gain, it was murder. When you were a politician it was
assassination-like there was a difference.   
Hunched over, drawing a black leather sleeve across his mouth, Maverick
struggled to remember a happier time-a time when his team, “Blacklyst,”
wasn’t murdering and killing; a time when they were known as “Raptor Squad”
and they only killed when they were in danger, and the missions they took were
for the right reasons-not to further a political agenda or to kill as many women
or children they could-even if they were the enemy.
Blinking away the tears that came with his dry heaves, he straightened and
pulled his black leather longcoat about him, shaking his head free of the rain
that poured from the deep emerald sky. Beneath the coat a tight fitting black



bodyglove was saddled with a pair of frag grenades and a vibroblade shoved
into his knee high combat boots.  All of this was secondary however; Maverick
was a shooter, and a damn good one.  Crisscrossing his hips was a gunbelt- and
home to a pair of nickel-plated Merr-Sonn hold out blasters.  Not loaded with
exceptional power or punch, their lethality came form Mavericks ability to send
the narrow red blast bolts exactly where he wanted them, almost every time.
“Come on Barley, move your ass before I turn into a Mon Cal,” Maverick
swore, trying to ignore the pounding rain that seemed to intensify with each
passing second.  While it wasn’t necessarily cold, being soaked to the bone
made him uncomfortable-something he didn’t need right now.
Glancing to his right and left, he peered down both ends of the deserted street
as evening ascended on the planet, casting the capital city of Mynat into
darkness. The warm muffled glow from the storefronts of a few restaurants and
small shops pushed some illumination into the world, but the haze and fog that
followed the storm in pushed back, leaving the avenue deserted and dark.
He was about to retreat from the street corner into the shelter of a nearby droid
shop when the headlights of a repuslor sedan rounded the corner three blocks
down on his left and made a slow approach. He could tell by the smooth
handling and the silent whisper of the engine that is was the vehicle Barley
secured for the op.
Coming to rest in front of him, the black stretch sedan hovered almost a half
meter from the water swelled gutter, it’s windows reflecting his pale face and
drenched, limp white flattop back at him.
Without hesitation, the rear door beeped, and rose on its roof hinge, revealing
the quiet somber tones of jizz music from within. Inside, seated in the deep
leather seat, sat Darko Tenkiller.

“Don’t bring any of that rain in here,” he cracked, sliding aside so Maverick
could drop in beside him. Shutting the door, Maverick exploded with another
round of coughing and dry heaves, shaking violently and spraying the interior
with saliva and raindrops.
Hunched over, he felt Darko put an arm around him, and a moment later press
something dry against his face.

“Take it easy partner, it’s going to be okay. We’ll get you fixed up.”

Pulling away, Maverick wiped his face clear with the offered towel and noticed
they hadn’t moved.  In the front seat, turned so they could see him, sat Barley
Hopps and Liteo Tenkiller. Barleys wide brow was twisted with concern while
a thick cigarra bounced anxiously in his mouth.



“He gonna be okay Darko?” the big man asked, plucking the brown tabacc
stick from his mouth with wide powerful fingers that glinted golden in the dim
light of the nearby shops; corded, dingy gold of a partially concealed
mechanical arm that extended up to his shoulder. Hopps was the best wheelman
Maverick knew, and sometimes the most worrisome.

“Yeah, Liteo,” Darko looked from Maverick to his brother in the front seat.
“Get the stuff.”

The second Tenkiller, a spitting image of his sibling, nodded a thin dark face
and produced a silver cylindrical container from the front seat. Popping the top,
he handed it back to Maverick who took it with a shaky hand.

“Drink up Mav, this will get you through the night, and through this mission.
Once we are done we’re being shuttled back to Korbin for our treatment.”

Maverick stopped, gazing into the open mouth of the canister. The spicy-sweet
stench of Kryff- a powerful elixir bottled on the planet Corbin hit his nose and
caused his stomach to flip. He’d been decreasing his amounts the past few
weeks, trying to fight off unnatural cravings he’d developed for the stuff.
In the meantime, he’d grown worse, more ill, and for some odd reason, he’d
started to question what the hell they were all doing.   
“I don’t think this is going to help Vic, I think we should just scratch this whole
operation and head to Korbin now,” he said, replacing the cap on the canister.

“What?” Darko’s face turned into a frown of confusion. “Vic?” Maverick, you
know we don’t use our names when…”

Xander Paddox was sick and tired of the ruse, and tired of being a puppet. He
shook his head and leaned back in the seat.  “Screw that Vic. Don’t call me
Maverick, ok?  That was a stupid name to begin with.  Look, this is just a
simple assassination…some …who is this guy anyway?  Binley Morgan?  Why
are we even killing him?  Does anyone even freakin’ know?”

Barley, real name Race Moonthall, gunned the repulsor and smoothly pulled
the sedan back onto the road, increasing speed as sheets of rain pounded the
vehicle.  “He’s Itari’s Gov-Elect, and he’s going to cause problems for the
Empire. The intel told us he used to be a deep cover agent for the Imperials and
they don’t want his secrets falling into the hands of the New Republic, who
he’s apparently in bed with now.”



Darko, real name Vic Palisades, tilted his head and smoothed the fake pencil
thin black moustache stretched beneath his nose. “Barley is on board, Liteo,
you got any questions about this op?”

The twin Tenkiller brother, really a former mercenary by the name of Mitch
Vohaar, shook his head.  “Nope, it’s a simple job.  Barley drops us off at the
viaduct, we make our way through to the durasteel bars-several of which
should be eliminated by Saffire by now, go through those and onto the
Governors grounds…make our way through the pond in back to the rear doors.
Bypass the security system, enter, ascend to residential level number four,
secure the main stairwell landing and foyer while Maverick goes in and takes
the shot. Afterwards, we retreat by way of the balcony and out the rear of the
grounds before anyone even knows we were there.

“And Team Two? Maverick?” Darko asked.

“Saffire is stationed across the street in case we need backup,” Xander droned
on without emotion,  “Ssvit is located in a service van half a block away ready
to cut power to the residence if need be and Barley is parked across the street
waiting for us to drop out of the sky,” he finished, reciting the mission
parameters as if reading them from the ceiling of the sedan. Lights from
oncoming traffic began to pour through the rain-streaked window, casting
everyone in the sedan in a mask of thin, moving shadows.

“Then we are all clear on this. You know we can’t just bug out now, we’ve
invested too much time, Team Two is already in position.  We can’t just leave.”

“But why?  Why even pull this op?  Look, if it’s going to help the New
Republic to let this guy live and be Governor of this planet, why not help him?
Let him know there are forces at work that want him dead?”  Xander asked, the
pain moving from his stomach into his chest and causing his back to throb.

Vic Palisades, a man he had come to know and trust over the course of almost a
decade, shook his head at a loss. “Xan, you know we can’t do that. If we do,
hundreds, hell, THOUSANDS could die. Our families, friends, anyone we ever
worked with. Look,” Vic ran a calloused hand through greased raven locks. “I
don’t like working for Blaac or the other scumbags either, but if all we have to
do is ice some ex-Imperials and crime lords, then so be it. It keeps our friends
alive…it keeps US alive.”



Letting go with a snicker, Xander winced in pain. “Alive?  Is that what you call
us? Look…” he shook his head as the rain pounded onto the roof of the sedan.
“I know all of this Vic. I know.  I just, we’re all sick, we need
downtime…REAL downtime, not just a three day trip to some backwater
planet so they can recharge our batteries and send us out again. It seems like
any time we try to get some downtime to get our heads straight and try to figure
out a plan to get out from under Blaac’s thumb, we get sent out again. Do you
remember the last time we had a break from the missions?”

“So what, you wanna go on vacation now?” Darko asked, turning back in his
seat and propping a black svaper-skin boot up onto the shoulder of Barley’s
seat.

“No, I don’t think that would help,” Xander replied, feeling the rhythmic
throbbing moving into the base of his skull. “At this point I don’t think
anything is going to help.”

“Drink your Kryff, it will make you feel better-Maverick,” Darko said, staring
out the window. By his body language Xander could tell the conversation was
over.

Leaning his head back and closing his eyes, Xander left the Kryff untouched;
trying to arrange his mind and focus on the mission. He wasno longer Xander
Paddox, he was the man known as Maverick, and perhaps, if he focused hard
enough, he could lessen the likelihood that he and his friends would die on this
night.

The rear door of the Governors Mansion, an intricate latticework of steel and
glass that wove into a spiderweb pattern, opened silently, allowing Maverick
and his two teammates to enter the lower food preparation suite.
The showers, now upgraded to a storm, raged furiously outside, but their form
fitting bodygloves absorbed the rain and filtered it into a cooling system that
kept them comfortable and dry-when it was activated. At some point before his
pick up Maverick’s had malfunctioned, and now rivulets of sweat coated his
body and made his clammy wet skin itch.



At this time of night the organic members of the staff had gone home with their
droid counterparts deactivated for the evening, leaving the estate relatively
clear of servants. The only concern they had now was the New Republic
security detail and the security systems-which should have already been
disabled by Ssvit-the teams tech specialist. He’d told them the systems would
be rerouted through his equipment, allowing the Verpine to eliminate any alarm
that would be tripped by their clandestine activities.
Maverick found little comfort in that; he wasn’t so much worried about the
security measures as he was about some random guard who wandered into the
wrong hall at the wrong time. Killing New Republic security guards wasn’t
anything new to Blacklyst, but tonight, here, the thought made Maverick’s
already upset stomach ball even tighter.

Inside his skull, his brain pounded with a renewed vigor, causing a fresh
waterfall of sweat to pour from his brow and his vision to blur in and out.
Focusing on Darko and Liteo as they moved silently, blending into the
shadows, he crouched along behind them, occasionally shaking his head to
clear the haze that threatened to set in.
On his gunbelt, riding tight beside his spare blaster clips, were two small finger
sized cylinders of Kryff.  Diluted, the mixture wasn’t nearly as intoxicating as
what he was offered earlier, but still maintained the capacity for steadying his
hand and relieving him of his throbbing skull-temporarily.
He’d mixed the concoction himself, for instances just like this. As the Tenkiller
“brothers” checked the sealed door leading from the kitchen to an access
corridor, Maverick palmed one of the Kryff cylinders and shoved it in his
mouth, taking a long pull. It was gone in just seconds, but his mind seemed to
clear almost instantly. The throbbing that begun as an annoyance had grown
into a painful hammering, and even it seemed to disperse.

Turning, Darko threw him a set of hand signals that warned of two guards in
the hallway, facing away from their point of entry. Liteo pulled free a
laserhone- a silenced vibroblade that would slice through any of their troubles
in a second, while Darko remained empty handed-for now.   
Keeping his weapons holstered, Maverick closed with the duo. Counting down
with his hand, Darko gestured for the entry. Opening the door without a sound,
both Tenkillers darted into the hallway and as Maverick watched, closing the
distance to the brown vested New Republic guards in a microsecond. While
Liteo cupped his hand over his victims mouth and plunged the laserhone deep
into the mans skull, Darko allowed his target to see his partner get eliminated
before he mimicked Liteo’s kill, his laserhone appearing in his hand as if by
magic.   



While the Tenkillers jammed their victims vests up around the entry wounds to
decrease bloodflow, Maverick turned to make sure their six was void of any
new targets and hustled into the hallway, assisting his partners in stowing the
fresh corpses in a nearby refresher.

“We’ve got three levels to cover and,” Darko checked his chrono, “less than
thirty minutes to spare, lets get moving.”

Creeping soundlessly, the trio maneuvered the corridors, keeping an eye out for
any roaming security detail. Their intel seemed to be on target this time, and
they managed to cover the next two levels in under ten minutes without
encountering any other guards. The intel specified that the new Governor Elect
disliked houseguests and hangers-on, preferring solitude and isolation. Still in
the first few days of his term, he had yet to accumulate the parasites positions
such as his tended to attract.
With the exception of the New Republic security detail assigned to protect him,
the mansion was virtually empty.
They were making good time when a cleaning droid rounded a corner, causing
Mavericks heart to leap into his throat and stay there. As the small domed bot
made a lazy back and forth pattern along the thick rich maroon carpet, dipping
into the nooks created by various potted plants and statuary, the trio dipped into
a vacant bedchamber, waiting until the droid passed before returning to the
dimly lit hallway and the access corridor they would use to reach the upper
level.
Hitting the nine-minute mark, they had just eleven minutes to pull off the
assassination. In thirteen minutes the guards would begin their verbal check-ins
with a code that was changed nightly. When the downstairs guards and soon,
the upstairs guards didn’t check in an all points alert would sound and the entire
security detail would begin sweeping the building from top to bottom.
If that happened and they weren’t already making their way across the grounds
to the pick up, things would get ugly. Quick.

Slipping through a concealed service door, Darko led the way through the drab
ditanium stairwell as he and Liteo kept an eye out for any unplanned
diversions. The corridor ended in a stairwell that only went up, and through a
matching door at the top would be four heavily armored guards, guarding one
final main hallway that would be bisected by the mansions main stairwell.  It
would end with elaborate double doors that led to the residential suite of
Governor-Elect Binley Morgan.



Two sec-guards would be stationed atop the grand staircase halfway down the
hall on their right, while the remaining two would be stationed in front of the
suite doors at the hall’s opposite end. There was going to be no tactical way to
handle the guards due to their spacing, so the trio was going to have to rely on a
bit of assistance from Blacklyst’s infiltration and arson specialist, Saffire.
Earlier in the week the blue-skinned thief had made her way into the mansion
and planted a tiny explosive charge above several ceiling tiles of the main
corridor. Igniting them would not only eliminate the recessed lightbars and
plunge the already dim corridor into near darkness, but Saffire rigged the
bombs in the actual lights, to give the appearance of an electrical malfunction-
on a night like tonight, with a major storm hammering the city, a sudden power
surge wouldn’t immediately raise suspicion. Darko looked back at his
teammates and smiled, pulling down a pair of night-vision goggles while
producing a detonator in his hand.

Nine minutes to go.

Gripping the door, Darko turned towards Maverick, who’d already drawn his
blasters clear from their holsters and donned his own night-vision gear; he
nodded and the Tenkiller jammed a gloved thumb against the detonator.
Through the door they heard a muffled “whump!” and a cry of surprise from
the nearest guard. Opening the door, they spied the troopers reacting as
predicted; filtered through the green tint of their goggles, the two guards at the
top of the stairs trained their weapons on the sparking ceiling tiles, strobe
lighting and smoke while the guards at the end of the hall cautiously advanced,
blaster rifles at the ready.
Maverick stepped through the door with his hold-out blasters drawn. His hands
were rock steady and his eyes narrowed on the exposed necks of his targets.
Gently squeezing the triggers, two shafts of brilliant energy leapt from the
weapons barrels, covering the distance of the hallway and bypassing the
startled guards on the right. The bolts hit below the chins of the door guards at
the far end of the corridor, burning small, precise holes through their neck and
into the door beyond.
Caught by surprise, the stair guards turned, but Darko and Liteo had already
charged into the hall, and were just meters from the two brown vested troopers.
Amidst the haze and manic flashing of the damaged lights, Darko made it to his
target, a thick red skinned twi’lek and smashed the guard in the face with a
brutal open handed chop before sinking his vibroblade deep into the mans
throat.
Mimicking Darko, Liteo wasn’t as lucky as the thin human in New Republic
garb dropped to the ground and fired, a green bolt of energy catching the



Tenkiller in the stomach. Cursing, Liteo fell upon the man and violently drove
the vibrobalde into the startled mans vest-repeatedly.
As quickly as it began, the moment was over, and Maverick stopped briefly to
catch his breath while his heart hammered in his chest. Calculated down to a
second, the other guard details would be occupied in the basement levels or
outside, not even aware the battle had taken place.

“Maverick! Go!” Darko ordered, rushing over to Liteo and already plucking a
small medpack from his own harness. Moving silently down the hallway,
Maverick threw a brief glance down at the two men he’d killed, trying to avoid
the dead stares and charred holes where their throats used to be.
Holstering one of his blasters, he stepped up to the large double-doors, quickly
tapping a stolen access code into the automated handle while trying to block
out the stench of superheated flesh.
The handles response made his heart leap into his throat; instead of a beep and
green light that indicated a valid code, he was met with a harsh buzz and a flash
that showed up in his goggles as white but he knew to be red. Jerking the
goggles from his head, Maverick wiped the sweat from his face and took a deep
breath.
“Calm down Mav, just calm down,” he whispered to himself. Glancing around
to make sure no one was on to them yet, he tried the code again.

Buzz.

“What are you waiting for?” Darko hissed from behind. Maverick turned in
time to see him jam a hypodermic into Liteo’s leg.

Seven minutes.

“The code doesn’t work,” turning back, he was ready to retry the code a third
time. Shouldering past, Darko leaned past, tapping at the door himself and
receiving the same harsh news-their code was useless.

“Gormdrek!!” Darko snapped. Glancing around he stopped for a moment and
then drew his vibroblade, locking his flat black goggles onto something in the
hallway. “Hang tight.”

Turning, Maverick watched as Darko quickly stepped over to the two dead
troopers, kneeling down beside one. A moment later he returned, threw a
lopsided smile to Maverick, and produced a fresh, blood-drenched eyeball
squeezed gently between his thumb and forefinger.



Without hesitation he shoved the gruesome orb into an optical reader set into
the doorjamb.   

“Greetings Major Hask, “ a soft female voice said from the door. Blaster back
in hand, Maverick pushed through and entered the Governors residence. A
moment later Darko and a limping Liteo fell in behind him.

The foyer was dimly lit by several recessed wall sconces, and at first glance
seemed quite elaborate- a handful of tasteful paintings, several mosaics and a
few valuable vases decorated the beige interior. Coming from nobility
Maverick knew cheap knocks offs when he saw them, and the pieces that first
greeted visitors to the governors private residence were the real deal.
As he moved through the large room and into the main hallway opposite of the
doors, he noticed the corridor occupied by several wooden cargo crates marked
by red stenciling that read “storage”.
More expensive artwork was stacked within, newly secured and encased in
clear packing foam, while their spots on the walls had been replaced with
gaudy erotic paintings one would find in the lower levels of Nar Shadda.
Several more sat unwrapped along the corridor, waiting for relocation to their
new home.

“Looks like the Gov elect is going to bring a lot of class to Itari Prime,”
Maverick smirked. Reaching the end of the hall he broke right, and moved
quickly down a matching mustard colored hall. At the end on the left would be
Morgan’s private bedroom.   
Without checking he could sense Darko and Liteo behind him, the latter
limping along and covering their six, ready to lend support. Just like always, he
squeezed the small blasters tight and smiled. Just another job he thought to
himself.
From behind him came Darkos arm, as always, grabbing the door and swinging
it wide. They’d been together for so long, had practiced each movement so
many times, it all flowed like a Coruscant ballet now.
Darting inside, Maverick was barely through the door and already training his
blasters on the location their map had shown the Governors bed to be located-
ready to take his shot.

The bed wasn’t there.

He came up short, facing his own reflection in an empty, three-meter tall
aquarium filled with chunks of dry sponge and a disassembled meter tall castle.



“What the f…” he said aloud.

“They’ve redecorated. Move, fan out, find the target and eliminate him,” Darko
snapped. Maverick did as instructed, choking back a knot of bile that suddenly
erupted from his stomach and into his throat.   
Tears swelled in his eyes as the acid burned the lining of his esophagus, but he
blocked it out and hustled to his right, stepping into a narrow hall lined with
several doors. He entered each one, only to find a closet filled with garish
clothing and more storage crates. After confirming the last as empty, he
rendezvoused with the others in the main bed chamber.

Three minutes.

“It’s all clear, he’s not frelling here Darko!” he hissed. Outside the massive
floor to ceiling windows, lightning crashed, it’s sound dampened by the thick
transparasteel glass.

“Frell!”  We need to bug out, we need to...” Liteo grimaced, clutching his chest
in pain. “…Regroup….”

Glancing from one to the other, Darko’s jaw set and his eyes burned with
anger. “Frell! Alright, alright, let’s go,” he said quietly and the trio turned
towards the massive windows.
According to their intel, beyond the windows would be a massive balcony
overlooking the rear of the estate. The guards would be in the process of
switching out for the night and at their weakest. All they needed to do was
disable the code lock on the windows, rappel down and cross the rear lawn.
Barley would be waiting on the other side of the wall, and in seconds would
detonate enough thermacite to blow them an exit.
Throwing back the teal drapery, Maverick went to grab the handle to the
balcony-and found none. Looking to his left and right he realized the windows
were smooth, with no door, to the balcony beyond.

“What the?  Sithspit!” he shouted. Liteo hissed for him to be quiet but he’d had
enough. “How old was this frelling intel?”

Already moving back into the bedroom, Darko pressed his fingers to his
earpiece. “Nightmare One to Nightmare Four, we’ve got a situation in here,
over,” Maverick heard him whisper. He reached up and toggled his own
earpiece on, following the Tenkiller through the hallways, past the gaudy
paintings and into the foyer of the residence.



“Nightmare Four copies. What’s the problem?  Your asses should already be
skipping over Morgans lawn polo set by now,” he heard Saffires voice come
across. Military call signs aside, she always managed to infuse plenty of
Wroonian smartass in her replies.

“Negative. This intel is drek.  There is no, I repeat NO exit from the balcony.”

Silence followed for a brief moment. “Oh frell me. Blast your way out!” Saffire
replied, panic edging into her voice.

“Negative Four. The windows are transparasteel, at least three inches thick
from the looks of it. Unless someone packed a finbat missle system in the
crates with the tacky paintings it’s just not an option. Access corridor is out of
the question-no roof access. Any other path is going to take us through the
mansion and when these troopers change shift in,” Darko glanced at his chrono,
“one minute, they are going to realize something is wrong with their security
system.”
Maverick was sweating for different reasons now. They had no way out, that
wouldn’t put them at odds with at least one, if not several security teams.
Standing in the Foyer, trapped in the Governors mansion, Maverick silently
cursed the mission and Cyruce Blaac.

“What are you going to do Vic?” came Saffire’s almost inaudible reply.   

Darko Tenkiller/Vic Palisades opened the door to the hallway and the still
flickering lightpanels. “No other option, we’re going out the front door.”
Pulling his earpiece free, he turned to Maverick and Liteo.  “Mav, you cover
our six, me and Liteo will cover everything else,” stepping through, Darko
grabbed both blaster rifles from the two downed guards and tossed one to Liteo
who caught it with a grimace of pain.
Maverick fell in behind him and they made their way through the hallway
towards the main staircase. According to the intel, which Maverick wouldn’t
have given K’lor’Slug dung for now, at the shift change the only guards who
would be ascending the staircase would be the two troopers guarding the
staircase. If they could get past those two, it was a straight line from the bottom
of the stairwell, through the main receiving foyer and then the front double
doors. Once outside they could break right and radio for Barley to pick them up
on the west side of the estate. Hacking up another ball of bile, he didn’t bother
to choke it back this time, hacking it up onto the rich maroon carpet.



They were halfway down the stairs, he and Liteo on one side, Darko crouching
and flush with the banister on the opposite side when he froze. Maverick
followed his partner’s gaze and almost choked on his own tongue.
Directly below, ascending the staircase and less than ten meters away stood
Governor Elect Binley Morgan. Flanked on both sides by a pair of modestly
attired Zeltrons, the tall thick man froze, his bald-head swiveling to the right
and left as he took in the intruders.

“Who are…” he began.

Maverick didn’t allow him to finish; stepping into the center staircase he
leveled both hold out blasters at the man and fired. Dual bolts caught the
Govenor Elect of Itari Prime in the forehead, splitting his head open like a
melon and slinging his body backwards, where it hovered for a millisecond
before collapsing into a heap on the stairs.

Hell broke loose.

The women began screaming and Darko dropped to a knee and let loose with
his blaster rifle, spraying them both in the chest with blaster fire. Liteo
advanced, and all three began to make their way down stairs. Alarms were
already sounding and the first wave of troopers seemed to appear out of
nowhere, flanking the staircase on both sides and trying to set up vantage points
from the massive columns that lined the foyer.   
One trooper, wanting to play hero, scrambled to the stairs and tried to make a
move to recover Morgan, but Liteo traced a line of energy bolts into the man,
burning holes along his back.  The hail of blaster fire intensified as Maverick
ducked back against the banister and swapped out his near empty blaster clips.   
Across the staircase Darko jerked two black orbs from his battle harness and
tossed them both over-handed, where they bounced down the stairs and rolled
out into the foyer. Fire erupted in a massive ball, shaking the room and sending
bits of red marble and duracrete showering throughout the hall.
The firing stopped momentarily and the trio used the lull to advance towards
the second floor landing. They were no more than five meters from the landing
when the reinforcements arrived, peppering their position with green blaster
fire that erupted and sparked into their position.
Still in the lead, Liteo rose for a fraction of a second to hurl a frag-and caught a
blaster bolt in the shoulder. Rolling from his fingertips, the black sphere fell
backwards, landing on the carpet between Maverick and Darko.  Grabbing the
wounded Tenkiller, Maverick flung them both over the banister where they fell
four meters to the ground below. The explosion sent orange flame and debris



raining down, and as they crashed into the hard stone floor, the world swam in
and out of focus.
Waiting for a blaster bolt to take his life, Maverick watched as two troopers
peeled away from one of the columns, advancing towards him with weapons
leveled.  Hiding his blasters beneath Liteos body, Maverick turned and
prepared to draw, sure that at least one would get a shot off before he could
take them out.
Suddenly, their forms were silhouetted by a massive flash tat came from the
foyers double doors. The concussion hit Maverick in the chest, throwing him
back to the ground.  Ears ringing and flashblinded, he struggled to get to his
feet when he heard Darko screaming in his ear.

“Get Liteo! Come on!”   

Jamming his eyes shut, he holstered his right blaster and slipped an arm
beneath Liteo, hauling him to his feet. Opening his eyes again, he could barely
make out the blurry shadow of Darko amidst the smoke and chaos filling the
mansion. The man had something-or someone- slung over his shoulder, and
was advancing while laying down suppressing fire with his rifle; green bolts
tore into downed troopers as thick smoke and char filled the air.
He could tell Darko was limping as he cleared the threshold, and managed to
make out the form of a human slung over his shoulder. A tuft of black hair
poked out from beneath a like colored mask, and blue skin lay exposed from
various rips and tears in the form fitting bodysuit.
Stopping at what was left of the front doors, Maverick and Darko, saddled with
their wounded companions, glanced out into the pouring rain and relentless
thunder. Sitting, unmolested as if it were the planets most expensive lawn
ornament, hovered the sleek black sedan.

Popping from the rear door, a two-meter tall insectoid unfolded from the sedans
rear and raced over to the team. Large yellow eyes glanced about them and
pulled Liteo from Mavericks grip while Darko hustled to the sedan, placing
Saffires limp body in the rear.   

“Ssvit took the opportunity to completely frag the system when he realized you
weren’t going to make it,” the Verpine said as they all crammed into the sedan.
“Ssvit” was the Verpine’s name, but when he spoke he referred to himself in
the third person.
 The door was barely shut when the Repulsor engine roared to life, firing them
down the main drive path of the Governors mansion like a snipers bullet.   



The armored vehicle approached the reinforced durasteel gate and Barely
actually accelerated, aiming for it’s very center.

“Hold on your molars folks,” Barley said around a black rubber mouthguard
he’d jammed between his teeth.

  At the last second, he hammered his fist against something on his steering
column and the vehicle bucked, a large bright shimmering ball of white light
leaping from beneath the vehicle and striking the center of the gate.
Erupting like a supernova,  the vehicles windshield was filled with a starburst
of white light as the sedan blasted through what was left of the gate, trailing fire
and debris as is rocketed down the street and away from the biggest clusterfrag
Maverick could remember.    

“What the hell was THAT?!?” Xander shouted at the top of his lungs.  They
were all assembled in the med bay of the freighter “The Silver Wasp”, a thin
tubular ship assigned to shuttle them from their mission pick up point back to
their home base of Korbin. The freighter was manned by a pair of droids, which
eliminated the need for them to have any contact with the pilots or for those
pilots to question their duties.
Standing in the middle of the circular room, young nobleman from the Tapani
system paced back and forth, hands planted on hips and shaking his head. He’d
peeled off the uncomfortable non-functioning bodysuit and had taken a hit of
the diluted Kryff, changing into a pair of black coveralls before entering the
med bay.   
He found Mitch lying unconscious with a 21-B attending him while Vic, cold
compress strapped to his shoulder, sat on a chair alongside a cot where Saffire,
aka Khara Doone lay awake. Barley and Ssvit-better known as Deacon were
both seated on another cot playing a hand of Sabaac, trying to keep their hands
and minds busy.
The stench of disinfectant hung in the air and a constant beeping from Mitch’s
life support made the pale blue room less inviting than the rest of the ship.  The
bay held cots for up to eight people, with four secured into the circular
bulkhead on each side.

Vic turned from Khara, his face lined with fatigue. “Calm down Maverick,
it’s..”



“STOP CALLING ME THAT!” Xander screamed. In the corner the 21-B droid
looked up, appeared as if he were about to say something, changed his mind
and went back to his work.

“Fine,” Vic said through clenched teeth, “If you..” he stopped when Khara
reached up and gently pulled at his arm. He seemed to calm a bit and his face
softened; gently he worked his shoulder around with a grimace.  “Xan…the
intel was drek alright?  It happens, in the military it happens all the time. You
just have to roll with it. You can’t let it screw up the big picture…we took out
Morgan…YOU took out Morgan-mission accomplished. If this were reali
military, hell you probably would’ve gotten a medal.”

Xander stopped pacing and locked wide eyes on the man. “Are you nuts?  We
just got dropped into a freaking hive of mad vornksrs Vic! Did it ever occur to
you that we weren’t meant to walk out of this op alive this time?”

Silence filled the room and Race pulled a thick fat cigarro from his mouth,
licking the brown residue from his lips.  “What are you saying kid?” he asked,
tossing a pair of cards on the cot in front of Deacon.

“I’m saying these missions are getting worse and worse. I’m saying that every
time we go out, fewer of us seem to make it back in one piece. Race, just a few
months ago you got your leg shot to hell and almost had to have it replaced-and
Khara,” he turned to the Wroonian, “you remember when that Rynat smuggler
popped in an opened up on you with that light repeater? And look at what
happened tonight!” he opened his hands up.  “I’m saying that while we all sit
around and ‘plan’ for the opportunity to go after Blaac and take him out, the
odds of us all being around to see that happen gets slimmer and slimmer.”

Coughing, Khara pulled a strand of black hair away from her pale blue face.
She had been changed into a white medical gown and was sporting a white
bandage across her forehead and several along her arm, with a small patch of
red already surfacing on a wrapping around her left forearm.  “Xan, it’s not like
we want to do this…but…” she trailed off and looked at Vic who shrugged.
“We still don’t know what they’ve done to us, what they‘ve done to make us
sick. If we fight now, if we make a run for it, whatever they’ve done might
make us worse, might kill us…”

“And what’s happening on these missions?” Xander shot back. He looked at
Vic and gestured to Khara, his mate going on close to seven years. “Are we
going to wait till next time Vic? Are we going to wait until one of us has to die



or maybe two of us?  What if bandages can’t fix what happens to Khara next
time?  Is the waiting going to be worth it then?”

Standing, Vic stalked over to him and jammed a finger in his chest. “Don’t put
this on me Xander…you didn’t have to join Raptor Squad, you didn’t have to
go along with what we did. When you put your ass on the line like we did, it
gets noticed. Cyruce Blaac knew when we were ripe for the picking and he
moved in when we least expected it. You think I wanted that?  You think I
want all of this!?!”
Unmoving, Xander stared into Vic’s deep brown eyes and held his stare. “Vic, I
don’t think any of us want this, more importantly, I don’t think any of us can
survive this for much longer.”

They stood, staring at each other in silence for what seemed to Xander like an
eternity.  Finally, Vic nodded and glanced over to where the 21-B hooked
another life monitor up to Mitch. The recon scout had the prosthetic makeup
and wig he used to mimic Darko removed and was now just a young, pale,
unshaven soldier lying on a medbed clinging to life.

“We were just going to kill some crimelords…clean up the galaxy from the
inside out. That’s all,” Vic said quietly. In his eyes Xander could tell was years
away, in the past, trying to find where he went wrong…where they all went
wrong and how such a simple idea morphed them into the creatures who now
stood arrayed in the pale blue room.
A moment later, Vic’s eyes cleared and he absently rubbed the back of his
neck. “Race, I’m going to my cabin to get some shut eye before we hit Korbin.
Wake me when we land,”

From his spot on the cot, Race nodded and took a large puff from his cigarra,
the corded tarnished gold of his arm emitting a faint hiss as he removed the
plug of tabbac. “Gotcha Boss.”

Returning to Khara, Vic leaned down, whispered something Xander couldn’t
catch and gently planted a kiss on her forehead.
He stopped beside Xander as he passed and placed a warm heavy hand on his
shoulder.

“We’ll talk more after we get our treatment, we’ll see what we can do,” he said
quietly and left the room.



Walking over to Mitch, Xander dropped into a chair and parked his head in his
hands.

“If you would like, I could administer a sedative,” the 2-1B droid offered.

“No thanks, I’m trying to quit,” Xander replied, looking up. “Is he going to
make it?” he asked.

The droid nodded, inserting one last lead into Mitch’s forearm. “Affirmative.
He will be unconscious for several days, and when he awakes he may not
remember much of what happened however.”

Snorting, Xander stood and headed for the door. “We should all be so lucky.”

*

The holo was crystal clear and the vantage point couldn’t have been better. In a
circular room five of the six members of Blacklyst either sat or lay around the
room.  The man known as Maverick, Xander Paddox, sat with his head in his
hands parked beside his teammate and mumbled.

“Play back that last bit, amplify by ten units.”

Leaning forward, the man watched the holo of Xander as he spoke, picking
apart every shift in his body and twist of his neck.

“No thanks, I’m trying to quit,” the holo of Xander repeated, this time loud
enough to be heard by anyone within stones throw.

“Freeze it there,” the man said. The body position, the eye dilation, the
inflection in the voice, the sweat stains under the arms of the jumpsuit and the
perspiration around Xanders white flat top all meant one thing.

“Someone hasn’t been drinking his Kryff,” Kadir Tolman said to himself.

Leaning back in his white leather conform lounger, the Lorridian laced his
fingers behind his head, tapping away repeatedly at his smooth shaven scalp.



His thin pale lips tugged down into a frown, and he looked beyond the holo,
focusing his jade eyes on the landscape splayed out before him.
For miles all he could see was Kryff. The fine orange fruit blossomed on
massive trees decorated with bright rust colored flowers. His plantation was the
only one of it’s kind on the harsh planet of Korbin, producing upwards of a
hundred barrels of the alcohol on a good day.

Throughout the fields, several rotund harvester droids buzzed slowly back and
forth, working in unison with a small army of sentients, hands stained orange
from picking the delicate juicy orbs from the stems so the fruit could be
transported back to the refinery. Kadir smiled, somewhere, beneath one of the
thousands of trees, the remains of Drelmar Bin, the plantations former owner,
fed the worms.
Kryff was much more than just a local drink, easily accessible to the criminals,
lowlifes and scumbags of the planet Korbin. Kryff was his ticket into the
galactic underworld; a highly addictive narcotic craved by millions and only
produced on this parcel of land. Sure there were synthetic varieties available
throughout the galaxy, but none came close to the real thing.
But Kryff was something else- it was the one substance found to delay the
deterioration of the Juhea worm- a mind altering parasite that could be inserted
into a host and that would attach themselves at the base of the unfortunate
beings skull. Unfortunate beings…he snickered to himself and retrieved a thin
tall glass from a nearby table, focusing on the dusty orange of the retreating
sun.
Far below, buried in the lower depths of his expansive plantation, he had an
entire row of unfortunate beings. Raptor Squad, Blacklyst, whatever they
wanted to be called, floated helplessly in stasis tubes-his to control and
manipulate.
Of course he had to follow Cyruce Blaac’s orders-but that minor inconvenience
was just part of the deal. Occasionally, amidst the Imperial assassination
missions there would be “down time” for the team…time that they were
supposed to be on ice, time that they were supposed to be lying low. Kadir
realized the importance of staying sharp however; of making sure one keep’s
one’s “edge”.  So, during “down time” he took it upon himself to assign
Blacklyst some extra-curricular operations. “Bonus Ops,” is what he called
them.
One of the earliest lessons he learned from the Hutts was that to grow larger,
one needed to find a tool to remove the competition, while still leaving their
operations intact. Destroying an entire infrastructure was foolish, especially if it
were successful, so he used Blacklyst to eliminate the head, while keeping the
body intact.



The Hutts called it “Jee killee koochoo, Jee moocha pawa,”- “I kill and idiot, I
steal his power.”  In one move Blacklyst would eliminate his competition, and
present an irresistible offer to the next in command-work for Kadir, or be killed
like your predecessor. Eventually they would kill until they reached someone
willing to play ball-even if it was the poor schmuck manning the motor pool.
Thinking about the Hutts and the time he spent as a slave made the thin green
dragon tattoo that wrapped up the left side of his thin face itch, and he absently
pressed his cool cocktail glass against it.
 A warm breeze wafted across the burnt orange landscape of Korbin, carrying
with it the intoxicating sweet scent and fluttering his yellow Corellian silk shirt.
Sipping at the frozen Lomin Ale concoction he reclined even further into the
white pliable cushion, turning his attention to the flickering, frozen holo-ghosts
arrayed in front of him, staring at the tired face of Maverick.
Years ago, before the young man became the lethal gunslinger known as
Maverick Kadir knew him as Xander Paddox,  a snot-nosed rich brat from
Tapani, a sector of space home to several wealthy royal families. Ironically, it
was on Korbin that he encountered Raptor Squad for the first time.   
Like always, he was hiding out in a local bar when in walked Paddox with
some of his other Raptor Squad cronies in tow. Altercations occurred and in the
end there were bodies on the floor and he and Raptor Squad on the same side;
on Korbin stronger allegiances were oftentimes forged with far less.
The relationship led to him joining them for a short while, and pulling off a few
jobs here and there.
In the end it didn’t work out-Raptor Squad turned out to be a group of narrow-
minded dreamers who refused to open their eyes to how the galaxy really
worked. The final straw that broke the Banthas back was when he struck a deal
for a ship the team needed- a Sentinel Class attack craft; through no fault of his
own, the acquisition resulted in the death of it’s previous owners-a New
Republic Spec Ops team called Vornskr Pack.
He never intended for anyone to die…well, not anyone that was linked to
Raptor Squad anyway. And when he took control of the ship and entered the
vessel, he found bodies…mutilated, defiled soldiers-at least that’s what he
could tell from the remains scattered about the blood-drenched interior
Sitting the drink aside, Kadir observed a baby scrub lizard frozen in place on
the tiny white patio table.  The narrow brown reptile was frozen in place, it’s
head tilted, tiny nostrils flaring at the strong sweet scent of the Kryff; they were
attracted to the trees, growing up to a meter long and creeping along, devouring
the orange oblong husks and making homes within the massive root systems.
Plucking the tiny creature up by its tail, Kadir let it wriggle for freedom before
popping it into his mouth and crunching into its small tender body. Spitting a
mouthful of tiny bones onto the stucco patio when he’d sucked them dry of



meat, he followed up the impromptu snack with a sip of drink and a mint from
a tiny Platinite case tucked in his shirt pocket.

When he revealed the fate of the Sentinels crew to Vic Palisades, the defacto
“leader” of the group, he was met with ignorance and violence, and it was then
and there that he realized he and Raptor Squad were simply not a good fit.
During the time he spent with them however, he had little interaction with
Paddox. The young man was rich, arrogant and unusually proficient with hold
out blasters, or “palmguns” as some called them
Kadir disliked him on principal but now he had a very real reason to dislike
him; if Paddox was trying to break himself of the Kryff, like he suspected, then
the Juhea’s influence would lessen-and Paddox would begin to further fight the
parasites weakened effects. Loss of control would lead to Paddox becoming a
loose cannon, and on the missions Blacklyst was sent on, the last thing Kadir
needed was a loose cannon.   
One failed mission, one fragged operation like the last one and Blaac would
swoop in and shut down the entire project-and without Blaacs Imperial backing
and influence, Kadir would loose his own private hit team, and everything he’d
worked for.

Paddox. It seemed Paddox was growing up, coming up with his own ideas, and
making his own plans instead of just rolling with the flow. Well fine, Kadir
thought, that will have to be dealt with-but how?  Paddox seemed to follow
Palisades blindly, without question or hesitation, and for some inane reason
seemed to actually put faith in the man.

And that was the key.

Picking up a silver cylinder from the side table, Kadir slipped on a pair of
sunglasses as the afternoon sun sent blinding rays onto his balcony.  “Rustbag,
contact control, I need them to prepare operative C-1 for duty, tell them to
leave Vic Palisades on ice.”

It was nearing midnight on Korbin when Kadir finally made his way into the
lower levels of his estate. Above, on the surface, the Tolman Plantation
appeared as a rustic mansion, fashioned in the colors and style of the Old
Republic. Grand columns and miles of latticework adorned with creeping
Spidervines stretched over a half kilometer, surrounded on all sides by
kilometers of Kryff Fields. Warm hues that blended with the surroundings



added an air of subtlety to the estate, while its sheer size added the weight of
importance- the Tolman Plantation was large, powerful and subdued.
Below was a different story however.
Drafted and created by Imperial workmanship, the lower levels, far below the
residence and refinery, were corridors and rooms cut from dull, unemotional
ditanium. Rooms were illuminated with the same boring fluorescent light
panels and decorated with the same sterile furniture, all black leather to make
wipe down easier should there be any “accidents”.  Artwork and creativity
ceased to exist in these quiet halls, and Kadir despised every second he had to
spend there. For every sterilization field he passed through, for every
medscanner that required him to stop while their intense white beams blasted
him from top to bottom, his mood fouled and his hate grew.
He found Imperial Operative C-1 where he always found him when he was
recently popped from his stasis chamber-in a darkened office, parked in front of
the blue glow of a computer, checking his holonet maildrop while nursing an
ample glass filled to it’s rim with Soccoran Rava.
Pulling a chair up beside the desk, Kadir dropped his lithe frame onto the seat
and cleared his throat. C-1 continued to tap away at the data terminal, throwing
a cursory glance his way.   

“I was hoping for a poorly dressed distraction, how fortunate for you to have
shown up,” the man said.

Anger, already amplified by simply being in the lower levels, threatened to
overflow from his mouth but Kadir fought it back, realizing it was irrational.
As much as he wanted to hate C-1 he couldn’t, at least not for the most basic
reason: No matter how much the man looked like Vic Palisades, the truth is he
wasn’t.
“Hello Vaxxar, any word from dear old Dad?” Kadir asked, tapping the side of
the terminal with a thin pale fingernail.

Vaxxar Blaac froze and turned a pair of lifeless brown eyes on the Lorridian.
Identical to Vic Palisades, Vaxxar mimicked and dressed exactly like the hero
of Vol Kol. His brown hair was pulled back tight in a ponytail while a maroon
tattoo arced over his right eye. His frame had been cosmetically and genetically
modified to match Palisades-which resulted in a large strong man with arms
like solid saplings and a neck that looked like it was chiseled from a slab of
permacrete.  He also dressed as sparse as his template, favoring a black t-shirt
and black Corellian Sand Panther pants and steel toed leather boots.



“I hate being on ice Tolman, I hate bobbing lifelessly in your damn stasis tubes,
waiting for you or some other low-brow to thaw me out when they need killing
done. I especially dislike being popped from my tube and not being allowed to
catch up on my life because smarmy lap dogs like yourself want to make small
talk,” tapping a key violently and shutting the terminal down, the big man
pushed away from the desk and leaned forward. “What do you want with me?”
Being Lorridian, Kadir was a master interpreter of body language.
Forced into slavery during an invasion known as the Kanz Disorders, his
people built up a system of communication by being able to read and interpret
the subtle nuances beings made when they spoke. This trait carried with them
when they were freed, and came to define his species-he could tell a beings
intent just by glancing at the way they moved.   
Kadir used his unique talents to turn deals to his advantage and ferret out
deceitful henchmen. So when Vaxxar Blaac leaned forward and locked a pair
of predatory eyes on him, he had no doubts the man would gladly kill him for
no reason at all. He hated Vic Palisades, and now he was learning to hate
Vaxxar Blaac for similar reasons.

“I don’t answer to you grunt,” Kadir hissed at the man.
Blaac, the son of Cyruce Blaac, a dark Jedi and former Imperial Inquisitor and
interrogator, smiled an eerie unsettling smile that showed a mouthful of perfect
teeth-a smile that never quite reached his eyes. “You just need to follow
orders,” Kadir demanded.

“Right. I understand,” Blaac said standing. Fishing a narrow cigarra from his
back pocket, he lit it with an old-fashioned strike match, tossing the smoldering
stick over his shoulder and onto the ground s he turned and walked away.
Stamping it out, Kadir followed the big man as he strolled through the office
door and into the hallway.
“Are they still in their tubes?” Blaac asked, trailing a thin cloud of acrid smoke.

“Of course. I wanted you briefed and ready before I had them thawed for their
next op,” Kadir tried to speak through his mouth, shutting out the scent of the
tabbac.   
“Thawed” wasn’t technically the correct terminology, as the members of
Raptor Squad/Blacklyst were actually placed in a specially created stasis fluid
to accelerate healing while they recovered from the fresh round of Juhea
insertion.  Once the Juhea began to die, they could be temporarily sustained by
ample amounts of Kryff; however, if they weren’t removed soon their remnants
would go toxic, until they reached critical levels.



Stopping beside a secure blast door, Blaac took a drag from his cigarra while
Kadir reached past him and pressed his hand against a security reader.

“I don’t know why you insist on this, they can’t see or hear you,” Kadir
mumbled. A thin blue light scanned his palm and the door slid wide.   

“It’s not for them, it’s for me, worm,” Blaac replied, entering first and forcing
Kadir to stop short and follow behind.

The room was massive, with six separate banks of stasis tubes lined up on both
sides, each bank containing six tubes each whose interior observation lamps
cast an azure glow about the darkened room.
The “stasis chamber” smelled like generic floor cleaner-sterile with just a hint
of flowers-the smell made Kadir’s nose burn; the only other light in the room
were tiny desk lamps located on the now vacant work station, made up of a
dozen terminals creating an island in the center of the room. A jungle canopy of
hanging wires and corrugated cables fell from the ceiling, plugging the stasis
tubes into the terminals and into even more sophisticated life support systems
hidden behind the tanks themselves. At a distance, the whole apparatus
resembled a mutated mechanical octopus-something that would give any child
unfortunate enough to lay eyes on it nightmares for a month.
Blaac was already strolling lazily to the left bank of tubes, approaching the
current resting place for Blacklyst team #1.

“Must be a problem for you to have to thaw me out. Something must have gone
wrong…or did you finally loose patience and send them into a mission they
never made it out of?” Blaac asked, turning just enough so Kadir could catch
the hint of a smile on his face.

“You were released because we need you to keep an eye on one of the
operatives,” Kadir said, following closely behind and glancing over his
shoulder, half expecting to find someone eavesdropping.
The techs that normally monitored the tubes were all gone for the evening,
turning over the delicate operations to the droid brains housed within the
constantly beeping terminals. Despite his instincts he realized he had no need
for secrecy at this late hour and tried to relax.

“Really? Someone going rogue?” Blaac stopped at the first tube, leaning
forward and staring at the emotionless face of Vic Palisades. The cigarra still
dangling from his mouth, he rubbed absently at the stubble on his own chin,
eyes taking in every detail visible above Palisades’ aqua-breather. Imposter and



original were identical-down to every hair, every crease in the face-twins
seldom looked so alike.

“No- well, not yet. Someone is beginning to question the operations, the
missions,” Kadir trailed off, grabbing Blaac by the shoulder and turning him
around. The man looked at Kadirs hand as if it were a foreign dirtmite.  “Are
you listening to me?”

Violence flashed briefly in Blaac’s eyes, and was quickly replaced with a dark
mirthful light. “I scan you Tolman,” he reached up and slid a hand along
Palisades’ stasis tube, turning to focus back on the Raptor’s closed eyes.
“I know you hate him, I know what he did to you…but you would be wise to
temper your hate. Don’t let the looks fool you Tolman. There is a galaxy of
difference between me and Palisades,” Blaacs mouth curled into a smile around
his cigarra, blowing a thin column of smoke that rolled off of the tube, “when
he nailed you in your stomach, his hand came away empty…mine would have
kept going until I pulled your heart free like a party favor.”

Both men stared at each other in silence for a minute, with Kadir trying to hold
his temper in check.   

“You think you hate him?” Blaac continued. “Your hate is a candleflame
compared to the supernova that burns in my stomach for this piece of New
Republic trash,” he snarled, his pupils growing into deep fathomless black orbs.
“When I go into stasis I’m HIM. When I come out of stasis, I’m HIM, and
sometimes, when I’ve been out in the field for months on end, I wake up
forgetting who I really am…and I think I’m HIM.” He turned his attention from
Kadir and refocused back on Palisades. “Someday Tolman, someday when all
of this is over, and they decide to flush these heroes into a meat grinder, I’m
going to take Palisades and pick him apart piece by piece, a slice of flesh for
every minute, every second of my life I had to give up,” he turned back to
Kadir, tendrils of smoke curling from his nostrils. “If you are lucky, I might
leave you a sliver of his carcass to play with.”

“Luh, look, I’M the one in charge here. You were brought out because I need
you, and no one else can pull this off,” Kadir stammered, trying to get the
briefing over with so he could get away from this lunatic.

A glimmer of the smile under Blaacs nose actually seemed to leap to his eyes,
like an unbridled imp, but there was no genuine mirth to it. “Of course you
are,” he turned back to the tubes and strolled to the next; inside the thick barrel-



chested body of Race Moonthall floated. “So who is it?  Who is screwing up
the program?”

“Xander Paddox.”

“Maverick?” Blaac snorted what Kadir thought was laughter and continued
walking. “That little Pup doesn’t have a pair big enough on him to cause any
real headache. From what I’ve seen he doesn’t even go to the ‘fresher without
asking permission first.”

“Yes, well, people change-even soft bellied Tapani wannabes.”

Stopping in front of the next tube where Paddox hovered, Blaac leaned
forward, the blue light draining his face of any color and giving him the
appearance of a lifeless corpse. “Sounds like he’s giving you some restless
nights. How long has this been going on?”

“It’s a new development. I want to try to handle it in-house without making a
production out of it.”

“So dear old dad doesn’t know drek about this yet, huh?” Blaac asked, voice
dripping with sarcasm. Kadir knew Blaac and his father were estranged, and
tried to keep his involvement in their personal strife minimal-he was a crime
lord, not a family psychiatrist.

“Correct. I like to bother him as little as possible with trivial matters.”

“Of course you do,” Blaac turned, leaning forward, whispering conspiratorially
even though he didn’t need to, and loud enough that it wouldn’t have mattered.
“Makes it easier to whore the team out for your own needs, right?”

Keeping his face impassive, Kadir could tell the man was stretching-he had no
proof, just suspicion; he had no reason to worry-yet. “I brought you in to keep
an eye on Paddox, make sure he performs like he is supposed to, make sure he
doesn’t waver or turn any of the others to his cause. That is your objective,
nothing more.”

Nodding, Blaac chewed on his cigarra and tapped Paddox’s tank with his
knuckle. “And if Chuckie Credstick doesn’t play along?”

“Simple. Kill him.”



Turning, Blaac’s eyes widened and he plucked the brown stick of tabbac from
his mouth, “Well frell chrome dome, why don’t we just do that now and I can
get back to my drink? Problem solved.”

Kadir shook his head and crossed his arms. “Not an option. Raptor Squad goes
along with their missions for your father based off of the belief that their
compliance will keep their friends and family alive. If we eliminate Paddox it
would send them over the edge and blow everything to hell. No, if you have to
eliminate him you are going to have to do it when none of them are around-or
when you can make it look like he was taken out during combat and you had no
other choice,” Kadir crossed his arms.
“Too much time and money has been invested in turning this soft-belly into an
asset. Lets try to keep him alive if at all possible.”

“Fair enough, although I wouldn’t mind killing a Tapani noble-might be
therapeutic,” Blaac said, advancing to the next tube. Within floated the trim
athletic body of Khara Doone, her blue skin appeared darker than it actually
was due to the liquid and under-lighting. “So Tolman, I know you mix other
Imperials in with Blacklyst to make sure Raptor Squad never consolidates their
forces. Care to tell me who else on this team is going to be an undercover
Imp?”

Kadir never agreed with splitting Raptor Squad up and inserting Imperial
Imposters into the four separate Blacklyst teams, but he had to admit it did
come in handy in instances such as these; it also allowed the teams to operate at
once, taking on various missions, including his own, and keeping enemies
guessing where they would strike next-no one was safe-ever. The most difficult
part was keeping the original members of Raptor Squad believing that they
were the only Blacklyst team, but it was a small price to pay for such
versatility.
Still, there was no way he was going to divulge any tidbit of knowledge about
other Imperial plants to this maniac.
“You know I can’t do that,” Kadir gestured towards the door, signaling it was
time to leave, “Just assume they are all the original Blacklyst and worry about
yourself,” he replied.

Eyes scanning the attractive curves of the Wroonian female like a piece of
Prime Cut steak, Blaacs mouth curled into a thin smile and he slowly licked the
tip of his cigarra before reinserting it. “Doesn’t matter Tolman, real, imposter,
whatever, I’m going to do exactly what I want with them, regardless.”



Kadir didn’t even bother to speculate on what he meant. “We need to thaw
them out. You’ve got four hours before the mission briefing and I need to get
some blood test run on Paddox. The holos of their last mission is cued up in the
briefing room-make sure you go over them.” Turning away he headed for the
door and began imagining the level seven sonic shower waiting for him
upstairs.

Arrayed around the long ebonite conference table, Kadir took in everyone as he
entered the doorway of the nondescript room, hovering in the entry as if he
couldn’t decide to enter or leave. He made no attempt to hide the disgust on his
face; what made it easier was that the disgust was genuine.  He hated Raptor
Squad and they in turn hated him. That they almost fouled up the Morgan
mission sat like a festering Dulok in the center of his stomach.
From the end of the table, Blaac/Palisades leaned back, cigarra replaced with
another of the old fashioned matchsticks. To his right sat Doone, and then
Paddox.; On his left, Mitch Vohar, then Moonthall, then the tall lanky Verpine
Deacon.

They stared at each other like the duelists in a Nar Shadda Showdown, no one
speaking, no one wavering. They didn’t need to; Kadir could tell by their body
language that they loathed him…slumped shoulders, narrowed eyes, for some a
marked increase in breathing when he crossed the threshold. He drank in their
hate like a shot of Kryff, savoring each drop as it slithered down his gullet.
Finally, he entered fully, allowing the durasteel door behind him to hiss shut
and lock with a barely audible beep.   
Another reason he hated Imperial design-sometimes you were so pissed you
needed something to slam shut.
To compensate he slung a folder full of maps and information onto the table,
where it slid apart, sending sheets of flimplast fanning out across the flawless
black surface. Several sheets came to a stop beside a serving tray holding a
glass decanter 2/3 full of Kryff and four crystal tumblers. The remaining six
tumblers were already parked in front of each member of the team in various
stages of emptiness.   

“Before we begin, I want to congratulate you all on making it out of the
Morgan operation alive. I truly don’t know what we would have done if any of
you had perished,” he rolled his eyes and paced around the circular perimeter of



the room, hands clasped behind his black high collar jacket. His eyes had
nothing to focus on, as the walls were bare of any artwork or and the
viewscreens were blank, so he let them roam around the room, taking each
individual in separately.

“Perhaps,” he continued when met with silence, “It’s time we re-evaluate
Blacklyst.  Perhaps it’s time to take a look at each one of you, to pick apart
your file and see if you are really worth keeping around?”

“You wouldn’t do that,” Moonthall said, eyes glossed over and bloodshot.

“Wouldn’t I?” He was focused on the man, staring holes into him with when a
matchstick struck his chest from the left. He didn’t flinch, letting the sliver of
wood strike him and rebound onto the table.   
Doone snickered.
His first reaction was to retrieve the blaster concealed in his jacket and shoot
the offender. He curbed his first reaction.

“Maybe it’s time YOU got some intel that didn’t need to be dusted off before it
was given to us,” Blaac said, almost on cue. Kadir had to admit the man was a
convincing Palisades, right down to his smart mouth and infuriating lopsided
grin.

Turning, Kadir leaned forward and parked his knuckles on the cool table
surface, sure to let the glow from the dull light panels above catch the glint of
his two carat Kubaz Xirconia ring-it wasn’t a real diamond but none of these
grunts would know that, besides, it looked real enough and that was all that
mattered in his world.
“Is that it Vic?  Was it the Intel?  Was that what really fouled things up?  Or
was it that you’re all getting rusty?  That whatever stores of luck you
THOUGHT you had finally ran dry?”

Paddox coughed and looked up from the table at Kadirs left. Glancing at the
rest of his team, he spoke, his voice starting out low but gradually picking up
volume. Kadir made a mental note that his tumbler sat, barely touched.
“The Intel was pure poodo. Our exit was compromised, and Morgan was
supposed to be in bed asleep and…” he stopped and glanced around, finally
mustering the strength to lock his pale blue eyes on Kadir..
“We finished your damn mission Tolman.  Morgan is dead, wasn’t that the
primary objective? Isn’t that enough to satisfy the puppet masters these days?
Or do we need to do a little song and dance to keep you bastards happy?”



Silence hung around the table and he held Paddox’s unwavering stare for
almost full minute before he chose to respond. “Primary objective. Of course,
you did fulfill your primary objective and most of you made it back without
having to be pieced back together like a Columi jigsaw puzzle,” he glanced at
Mitch Vohar and smiled.
Turning and strolling the length of the table, Kadir dropped into the chair at the
far end, opposite of Blaac and threw a non-committal gesture towards the
sheets of flimplast lying on the table. “In fact, you are so good at what you do,
that we have another target for you to eliminate.”

“Is this one going to be at home or out painting the town red with some two
cred Bimbos?” Doone snapped from her chair. Dressed in the same black
coveralls as the rest of the team, save for Deacon, her zipper was pulled to her
sternum and her black hair fell about her shoulders and down the rise of her
chest.
Leaning back in her standard issue Imperial chair, she’d kicked a black leather
boot onto the table and rocked rhythmically, fixing lavender eyes on him.

Ignoring her, Kadir reached into his jacket and produced the rectangular
Platinite case, ejecting a small mint into his hand. “This op will take you all of
four days, at most,” he popped the small white disc into his mouth. “You will
be deposited on the planet of Rygal 7. It is a mountainous planet populated by
thirteen tribes, all of who pledge loyalty to one King.

“Tribes? Deacon has never heard of Rygal 7, is it a primitive world,” the
Verpine asked, flipping through several sheets of flimplast with thin articulate
fingers while two antenna branching from either side of his head twitched
nervously.

“Negative. There are several cities, the largest being White Augur, the home of
the current tribe and ruling King. White Augur spans over three hundred square
kilometers atop a massive mountain range and is also home to the Ruling
Council Greathouse, several factories and two standard starports dating back to
when the planet joined the Old Republic,” he rattled this off from memory,
clicking the mint against his brilliant white teeth.
 “King Nibb, the current ruling monarch over the planet of Rygal 7 is ill, and
will be dying soon.”



“Cool, than why don’t we just sit back and wait for pops to die off? See? We
don’t even need to leave the planet,” Race offered, pouring his second, or
possibly third, glass of Kryff and knocking back half of it in one large swallow.

“King Nibb isn’t the target you drunk obtuse cretin,” Kadir snapped.

“Obtuse?  What’s that?” Race asked Xander across the table, knocking back the
rest of his Kryff.

“It means you are longer than you are wide I think,” Xander shot back smiling.
Both broke into a fit of giggles with Race spraying the orange drink down the
front of his coveralls.

“Silence!” Kadir screamed, and this made them laugh even louder. Furious, he
stood and slung the mint case at the carafe, where it struck and shattered the
fragile crystal, spraying the table, flimplast and Blacklyst in the sticky orange
liquid.

“Aw damn, why’d ya have to go and waste the hooch?” Race slurred.

“YOU WANT TO JOKE?  YOU WANT TO LAUGH?  YOU AREN’T GOOD
ENOUGH TO CRACK JOKES!” they all sat frozen in place, either sitting
stock-still or standing in a crouch where they tried to avoid the lake of drink as
it advanced towards the end of the table.
Running his hand along his smooth domed head, Kadirs hand came clammy
and moist with sweat. He took a deep breath and closed his eyes as the others
took their seats.

“Deacon believes he sees why Kadir Tolman was not a good fit for Raptor
Squad,” the Verpine offered, his bulbous yellow eyes locked on the slick of
Kryff slowly oozing around the contours of the table.

“Your target,” Kadir continued, keeping his eyes closed, is the daughter of
King Nibb, Fio Nibb. When he dies he will have to appoint a successor to his
throne-with her out of the way, he will be persuaded to chose another, pro-
Imperial successor from his court,” he finished, slowly opening his eyes.

“And why would he do that?  Especially if we are the ones to take her out?”
Blaac asked opposite of him. Throughout the ordeal the only two individuals
who sat immobile was Blaac and Paddox. To Kadirs amazement, Paddox was
calm, almost lethargic as he watched Kadir with bored narrow slits.



Waving his hand over the ebonite a keypad hologram appeared, hovering
several centimeters above the table before Kadir. “Because, you will be
disguised as a New Republic hit team,” he punched a few of the blue
luminescent keys and from the tables center emerged a 3-d hologram of a
decrepit eight-story brown brick building.
Due to the Kryff spill part of the hologram took on a reddish tint as it projected
through the liquid, hovering a half meter above the table and turning clockwise
on it’s axis.

“Lovely building, at least this one HAS a balcony,” Paddox said, gesturing to
several concrete slabs that jut from the upper levels. “Assuming this holo is less
than a few decades old.”

“This is the Hotel Onyx Morning,” Kadir continued through clenched teeth.
“Princess Fio Nibb is Pro-New Republic. When her fossil of a father passes on,
she will take over his kingdom and proclaim Rygal 7 a Pro-New Republic
planet. Since death will be coming for him soon, the New Republic, in their
haste, has scheduled a meeting with the Princess that is to take place here.”

“Couldn’t they have sprung for a nicer spot? This place looks like it hasn’t seen
any urban renewal since the Clone Wars,” Doone said. Her observation had
merit however. The building was ringed with the charred husks of several
speeders propped up on blocks, trash bins overflowing onto the ground and at
least half of it’s windows boarded up or covered by bars.

“I suppose they could have set it up at a posh restaurant so the Princess could
be seen hob-nobbing with the New Republic liaison for that system by the Pro-
Imperial members who sit on the Ruling Council,” Kadir shook his head.
“Princess Nibb wants to keep this as quiet as possible. The other twelve tribal
leaders who make up the Rygal 7 Ruling Council are split down the middle on
who to support in the recent galactic conflict. If she’s seen in any way courting
New Republic favor before taking the throne the tribes will split and anarchy
would follow.
With Princess Nibb out of the way, it opens up a void that King Nibb will have
to fill with the next in line of succession- Dalvarn Rhinnal, a Pro-Imperial tribal
leader who will step into the position and shortly thereafter proclaim Rygal 7
allied with the Empire.”

“This political business makes my trousers itch, how about you Vic?” Race
whispered, his booming voice still carrying down the table. As an after thought



the big man reached around with his mechanical arm and pretended to dig at his
rear.

Blaac winked at him and smiled.

To Kadir’s right the Verpine stood and paced around the room, scratching at his
deep green carahide. Covered in painted tattoos that spelled out various curse
words, the chitin hide was as tough and worn as a Bantha tusk and just as
strong. “Deacon notices several points of entry and exit, but Deacon believes
these will be covered by some sort of security detail, yes?”

Kadir smiled to himself, he’d been waiting for this. “That is correct. To make
this look like a New Republic hit, you will need to eliminate several of the New
Republic security officers and plant datadiscs on them, to give the appearance
that they were instructed to kill Fio Nibb if she changed her mind. This insures
that her father will disavow the New Republic and swing the council towards
establishing an Imperial relationship.”   
Gesturing to the building, he silently tapped several of the phantom keys,
illuminating certain areas with green glowing spheres. “There will be
undercover New Republic security throughout the building and located in the
nearby buildings. Team Alpha, Liteo and Ssvit will be the initial insertion team
to do recon and assess the NRS’s numbers. Team Bravo, Darko and Maverick
will rendezvous the night of the hit and make it to the top floor, hook up with
Liteo and take out Nibb, plant the evidence and then make your way BACK
down to the buildings sub basement.”

“Woah! Woah! BACK DOWN? Paddox eyes went wide. “Are you nuts? Can’t
we just go out the balcony that SHOULD be there this time?”

“Of course, if you want to be picked off by the New Republic snipers located
on the rooftops of nearby buildings,” Kadir snapped.

“Then perhaps we can take out the snipers?” Deacon offered.

“Perhaps you can sit your green rear down and let me plan these operations,”
Kadir snapped, bearing his teeth at the Verpine. “You don’t have the resources
to take the snipers out without raising an alarm. No, I’m afraid if you want to
make it out alive, it’s back down through the…”

“Meat grinder,” Xander finished, eyes narrowing into slits.



No one spoke for a moment.

“As I was saying,” Kadir continued, ignoring the ring of deadly stares, “Once
in the sub-basement, Saffire, who is on station to provide backup, will have
secured you an exit into an underground access tunnel. You will follow this to
its termination point, a drainage ditch where Barley will be waiting in a speeder
to take you to the extraction point, for the pickup” he let it all sink in before
dropping his bomb.
“The individual heading up the New Republic security team is this man,”
Kadir’s finger passed through a hovering blue key and the 3-d building was
replaced with a new holo.
Turning so that it’s vacant stare took in the entire team, the head of a deeply
tanned man hovered in space. He wore combed back dark hair and his wide
square jaw was framed by a narrow band of beard, turning into a full goatee
once it reached his chin. He wore a smirk- the kind worn by bullies and career
politicians.

“Jonus Freakin’ Kable,” Doone said, her jaw hanging slack.

“Is this some sort of sick joke?” Paddox asked, eyes locked onto the holo.

Looking between his teammates with an intoxicated, confused stare, Moonthall
picked his tumbler from the Kryff soaked table, licking as much residue from
its bottom as he could. “What?  Who is this joker? Looks pissed,” he said,
reaching across the table and retrieving the bottom half of the shattered pitcher
with his mechanical hand. To everyone’s amazement, he guzzled the remaining
cupful that still sat in it’s bottom, spitting out several needle sized slivers of
bloody crystal with a lopsided grin that dripped crimson into his chin.

“Deacon knows him,” the Verpine said turning away from the troubling
display. “He was with Raptor Squad for a short period, he also did not work
out,” the Verpine crossed his thin arms and tilted his head to the side, staring at
the end of the table. Kadir believed if the Verpines short narrow face could
have smirked it would have.

“Yeah, we’ve had more teammates than a Hutt’s got chins,” Khara cracked.

“Kable was a Cor Sec officer, and not a very good one at that, despite his
“record,” Paddox said, stroking his chin. “Last time we saw him was when you
decked him on Vol Kol, remember that?”



Looking to his left, Paddox was addressing Blaac but it was obvious to Kadir
that the Palisades impersonator had no idea what Paddox was talking about.   

“Yeah, Kable was a jerk, deserved what he got,” Blaac covered, taking a hit of
Kryff as he shook his head. Inside Kadir breathed a sigh of relief.

“So we go in, pop the princess and the New Republic liaison, whack Kable and
plant the disc and haul ass. Sounds simple,” Blaac said, popping a new
matchstick into his mouth.

“And the catch?” Paddox asked.

“The what?” Kadir replied, “hitting” a key and returning the holo to the 3-d
building model of the Onyx Morning..

“The catch. The trip-up, the unexpected frag point that is going to cause all of
this to go to hell that you aren’t telling us. What is it this time?” Paddox kept
his eyes locked on Kadir, never wavering, never blinking.

“The Black Barves,” Khara said, leaning forward, trying not to touch the Kryff
that dripped from the table in front of her.

“Huh?” Xander asked.

The Wroonian pointed towards the building. “See that graffiti on the wall?
Beside the red trash bin-the black lettering with the white trim? Those are
gangsigns, the Black Barves are a galactic gang rumored to be backed by the
crime lord Lady Valarian. This dump is located smack dab in the middle of
gang territory and by the scrawl, it looks like we’re getting dropped in the
center of a territory conflict.”

“A what?” Mitch asked.

“Gang war,” Khara said, frowning.

Blacklyst turned disbelieving stares on Kadir. “What? You can’t take out some
common street thugs?” he asked.

“Probably not, why don’t ya grab a grenade launcher and cover our asses” Race
cracked, licking blood from his lips. Not for the first time he fought the desire
to pull his blaster and shoot. When he first met Raptor Squad he’d covered a



raid the team pulled on a local spice den just a few miles away, a raid that went
terrible wrong for the entire team. Since that day the team still blamed his
“premature” use of a grenade launcher as the initiator of the catastrophe.

“Hey, look, we can handle some local color, the day we can’t clear out Kable
and some spice junkies is a day they need to go ahead and pull our life
support,” Blaac said from the end of the table. Standing, the offspring of
Cyruce Blaac positioned himself behind Doone and began slowly messaging
her shoulders. Eyes drifting closed, she practically purred at his touch. “It
sounds like an easy op to me.”

“They always do, but they rarely are,” Paddox said, shaking his head in
resignation.   

“So what is the threat level of this op?” Mitch asked.

Kadir stood, leaving the holo hovering above the table and the Kryff running in
thin slow threads from the edge of the table onto the drab gray carpet where it
pooled. “High. And you have three hours to get your things together and go
over your intel before you ship out.”
Voices raised in anger and disbelief as he turned, but he tuned it out as he
exited the room. He always did.

 *

Winter on Rygal 7 was a brutal frigid assault by nature, with winds screaming
down the canyons of urban squalor and snow falling fast and hard; it was not
uncommon for a winter storm to swoop in like a predator, dropping two, and
sometimes three meters of snow in an evening.   
Parked high in the mountains, White Augur was a sizeable city, and if
Maverick didn’t know any better he would have thought he was in the ghetto of
a commercially driven planet like Celanon, rather than a planet whose economy
thrived on the export of crops and exotic elements during the summer and the
pelts of massive predators during the winter months.
Stationed across the street from the Onyx Morning in a bar called “Cassie’s’
Fortune,” Maverick nursed a mug of Gizar Ale, swirling the now warm drink
around in lazy blue circles. Only minutes before, through the taverns large plate
glass window he spied a wheeled vehicle, grinding through the ankle deep



snow on massive black treaded tires and illuminating the night with bright
beams of yellow light that reflected off the fat flakes of falling snow. Circling
the block, its rear lights finally disappeared behind the Onyx Morning.   
If their Intel was worth a damn, this would be Princess Fio Nibbs vehicle and
right about now she would be exiting and ascending seven flights of stairs to
the top floor “suite” for her meeting with the systems New Republic Liason, a
female Sakiyan named Senn Vis.
Pushing his drink aside, Maverick checked his chrono and waited. Besides a
group of Nikto farmers playing Pazak in the corner beside a wood burning
stove, and a New Republic Security officer pretending to be drunk at the bar, he
was the only patron in the tavern.   
A thin youngster barely old enough to drink anything other than milk sat
behind the bar and when ordered ran a tray across the wet wooden floor to the
six farmers. The rest of the time he sat transfixed on a animated holo playing on
a viewscreen mounted above and behind the waist high wooden bar.
Occasionally the NRS officer pretended to snore, but Xander caught him in the
reflection of the tavern window, subtly shifting in his chair to feel the bulge of
blaster press against his hip. The kid must have been new, to need the constant
reassurance that his weapon was still close by.
Low enough, so that only he could hear, the earbud nestled beneath his black
toboggan whispered a “Go” signal.

Per his orders, he waited a full ten minutes before pulling on tight black leather
gloves, and bundling his thick black parka about his frame. Tossing a cred chip
onto the scratched tabletop, he steadied himself against it as if he wasn’t sure
he could make it.

“You gonna be okay Fazzix?” the kid asked from behind the bar. He’d known
the boy only 2 days but made quick friends with him and made sure to get on a
first name basis with him. It only cost a few extra creds and a few hours but
what worth it, especially with NRS officers creeping around, looking for
strangers or anyone who seemed out of place.

“Suuuure Dandan, gonna go and watch me some holos and try to stay warm.
G’night!” he slurred and made his way towards the door. The NRS greenie
never even bothered to look around.

 Exiting the tavern, frigid wind blasted him in the face like a DL-44 blaster and
instantly tightened his skin like leather. This high in the mountains the air was
terribly thin and his breath came in short gasps. Even after two days of recon it
felt like someone was sitting on his chest as he moved.



Up and down the street, the warehouses and scattered tenements were dark,
with only occasional light pouring from scum crusted windows.
The Hotel Onyx Morning was sandwiched between a ten story apartment
building cocooned in metal scaffolding and anti-theft spikes that lined almost
every window. On the opposite side an empty lot filled with the remains of a
hundred derelict vehicles and several squatters shacks lay silent, partially
buried by the blanket of snow endlessly falling from the darkness of the sky.
Crossing the road, the only sound Maverick could hear was the chatter across
his ear bud between Barley and Saffire and the crunch of packed snow beneath
his boots.
Saffires chatter consisted of cursing as she tried to unseal a passage frozen shut
by the glacial temperatures. Barley’s chatter was a thin attempt to calm her
down and offer suggestions. Suggestions met with more hushed cursing.
Maneuvering around the torched husk of an ancient speeder he estimated he
was currently the star attraction in no fewer than three sniper-rifle scopes.
Pretending to balance himself on unsteady legs, he kept his arms out to his
sides and away from his body; the last thing he needed was some morons on
Jonus Kable’s crew to ventilate him because he looked like he was going for a
piece.
The hotel loomed tall before him and he could sense new eyes watching him
from the windows.
They would be comming their man in Cassie’s now for info, and the NRS
officer would be telling them that he was probably some drunk local going
home to sleep off his hangover. New Republic Security…so damn predictable.
Parked inside the barred double doors, he could spot an undercover security
officer trying to light a smoke through the cracked wiremesh backed windows.
A dim glow panel flickered blue intermittently above the man, who finally gave
up on the tabaac stick and returned it to his jacket.
Smoothing the white false beard Darko applied to his face earlier in the
evening, Maverick ducked his head and faked a cough, opening the hotels outer
door with a loud creak. To his right the NRS officer went rigid, leaning back
against the wall and dropping his hand behind his back. Maverick gave him
credit-he tried to make it look natural.
Paying him no attention, he let loose with a massive coughing fit, ending with
the deposit of a wad of blue mucus on the floor near the mans feet.
“S’cuse me sir,” Maverick mumbled, pushing at the inner door handle as the
officer curled his lip up and murmured curses in three different languages.
Continuing through the inner double doors, Maverick took a moment to stop
and stamp his boots against a tattered vomit stained welcome mat stuck to the
worn rust-colored tile floor. The lobby of the Onyx Morning was as depressing
as the exterior; walls that were once aqua colored were now a faded sick blue,



streaked brown from various ceiling leaks, it was torn in a dozen spots to show
other more interesting patterns of wallpaper from decades gone by.
Arranged in a half circle, off to his left a wide doorway led into a front room,
occupied by a broken down yellow gravcouch and a jury-rigged holo projector
playing the same cartoons the barkeep across the street was watching. Two
beings were stationed in the room-he said stationed because he could tell from
the foyer that they, too, were NRS. One was stupid enough to actually be
reading a newspaper from Coruscant while the other tapped away furiously at a
datapad-computer game that emitted a series of beeps and the sounds of
simulated starship explosions. This was Kable’s team all right.
To his right a few tables and uneven number of chairs stood vacant, their only
occupants being several insects that fought over a crust of bread on a cracked
seat cushion. At least he hoped it was bread.
Overhead a pair of ceiling fans rotated slowly while casting hazy white light
that lacked the strength to illuminate the far corners of the room; their rhythmic
clack-clack-clack pushed warm musty air from a nearby ceiling vent down
towards the ground where it mixed with the stench of stale deathsticks and
mildew that ate at the walls from the inside.
From above someone screamed, and Maverick saw the two NRS officers in the
next room immediately go for their sidearms. The shriek quickly turned into
high-pitched Sullustan laughter and cursing that was quickly replaced with the
raw booming chords of industrial music.
Before him, four meters away, a bored Aqualish sat behind a glassed in cubicle,
bracketed on two sides by rusted metal staircases that ascended to the first floor
landing, four meters above. Approaching, Maverick looked up, and if he craned
his neck enough and squinted he could see the first floor landing, with
everything above disappearing in a haze of tabbac smoke and darkness.
Inside the small confined cubicle, the Aqualish nodded off while a man in a
brown dewback leather longcoat sat on the bottom stairs of the right staircase,
arguing towards the desk clerk.

“I’m telling you man, the Navigators would have whooped the Brawlers last
night if they had Hunnie Devyne on board in the last quarter,” Darko said to the
clerk, who offered no differing opinion.

“Look I bet this guy here would agree with me…”

Maverick tuned him out and stepped up, tapping on the pane of glass between
he and the hairy-faced desk clerk. The being looked up with glazed black orbs
and shrugged.



“Wha?” he snorted in his native tongue-which emerged a guttural thrum.

“Name is Tabos, room six-twelve, you got any messages for me?” he asked,
rattling off the room number he secured three days before. Most of the New
Republic Security was located on the seventh and eighth floors, so he was
positioned as close as he could be without raising suspicion.

“Nah, no for you,” he clerk replied, leaning forward to be heard through the
tiny circular holes in his protective glass.

He was about to turn away when someone jostled him from behind. “Hey
friend, I’m looking for some exclusive pick me ups, know where I can score?”
Darko asked from behind.
The NRS has installed bugs disguised as tabaac butts in the cracked ceramic
planters beside the front desk, so Maverick turned a bit, leaning towards the
husks of dead plants so he could be picked up clearly. “Depends on who is
asking,” he replied.

Producing a silver cylinder, Darko smiled while it danced about his fingers.
“Mister Credstick, and he says ‘Please’, real friendly like.”

 Maverick shrugged. “Yeah, I’m upstairs. Turbolift’s busted so I hope you like
to walk.”  Turning, he crossed to the center of the lobby and began ascending
the spiral staircase that climbed eight floors through the center of the building.
Each floor housed a block of rooms, ringed by a perimeter hallway enclosed by
an outer ring of rooms. White flakes drifted down from the above and Maverick
looked up expecting to see snow. Instead he realized the flakes were ashes,
flicked free from their death sticks by a group of youths hanging over the third
floor balcony.
Weak light poured from the hallways, and on the shoulders of their jackets he
identified the gang sign Saffire had pointed out back on Korbin. Apparently,
these were the Black Barves.

Maverick wasn’t impressed.   

Besides a hard street edge, the knot of seven thugs looked to be in their mid
teens, with at least three of them brandishing what appeared to be fully
automatic slugthrowers. Watching he and Darko advance, the group fell silent,
conversing in hushed mumbles as the two passed.



The hard industrial music he heard a moment ago stopped, replaced by the
sounds of a scuffle and a heavy “thud.” followed by a series of whimpering
behind a filthy non-descript door.
With each step the stairwell darkened, the diffused morbid lighting of the lobby
giving way to a shaft of moonlight that fell from high above. At each landing
faint illumination poured from hallway light panels- but most flickered
erratically or were burned out completely; some industrious soul had taken it
upon themselves to replace the raw exposed wall panel fixtures with round
naked bulbs that sprung from the corridor walls like Ekibo Light-Beetles.
Once they cleared the first floor lobby and climbed the creaking unstable
staircase Maverick felt them enter a different world- a cold, dark, dangerous,
predatory world where death knelt within arms reaching, just waiting to go to
work.

“Keep close and watch out for the fifth floor, it’s loaded with spice rooms and
junkies,” he said while slipping one of his hands inside his parka and feeling
the comforting grip of his palmgun. He smirked and thught back to the NRS
greenie in Cassie’s.

“Yeah, I know, I stumbled over a corpse while doing recon last night,” Darko
whispered.

Maverick’s room was on the sixth floor but they wouldn’t stop there. Instead,
they would bypass the sixth and head on to the seventh where the NRS had
occupied at least a third of the rooms.
Going directly up to the eighth floor wasn’t an option. Guards were on station
with concealed scanners checking everyone who topped the landing for
weapons. It had taken Liteo and Ssvit showing up a week early and holing up
without leaving to get a room on eight.
So they would have to be creative to the top floor without being detected. Once
they pulled the hit though, well, the NRS officers from seven would pour out of
their rooms like vermin and converge on their position with blood on their
minds.
That suited him just fine.   
Attached to the ceilings of no fewer than twelve rooms on the sixth floor was
enough explosive to vaporize an AT-ST. He could only imagine what it would
do when detonated in this unstable craphole of a building-directly beneath
those soon-to-be angry and irrational NRS officers.
Compliments of Saffire, the thief spent an entire evening moving silently from
room to room, infiltrating and in some cases murdering several occupants on
six so she could rig the explosive ceiling packages.



“Nothing but a few low-rent families and some spiced up junkies,” she told the
team when she was finished. “The galaxy won’t miss em.”

They’d made it to the fourth floor landing unmolested when their luck ran out.
Maverick expected it to happen sooner than it did, so he counted it as a lucky
break, all things considered. Descending from the opposite direction a pair of
shaggy female Togorians, drunk off spice and smelling like rank underwear
snapped growls at the duo, fixing hard red eyes on Darko.
One of the felinoids was black, sporting an unzipped orange flight suit with
patches of fur missing about her exposed abdomen, while her tan partner was
smaller, dressed in a stained blue cloak and missing an eye.
Apparently spice was more important than a replacement as gnats hovered
around the inflamed hollow socket.
The smaller one growled, and her partner was kind enough to translate.

“Chundra says you look like you have some spare credits. She says she will
spare your manhood for everything in your pockets.”

“Of course, maybe she can plug up that nasty hole with it,” Darko replied,
stepping forward and flipping a cred chip high into the air. As Maverick
stepped back to give him room, both Togorians craned their necks, taking their
eyes off of Darko for only a moment.

A moment was all the killer needed.

Closing the distance in one step, Darko extended his right arm, driving a
thrumming virboblade into shorty’s tender eyesocket and hip checking her onto
the stairs where she died without a sound.
Her large partner, opening a massive set of fang lined jaws, sprung at Darko,
who sidestepped her thick frame and spun behind her, curling a thick forearm
beneath her neck. With a sharp twist of his upper body, the Togorians spine let
loose an audible “crack” and her corpse slumped limp onto the rusted grate of
the landing.
Tilting back from the motionless hum of fur, Darko’s hand snapped up,
snatching the falling cred chip from the air and silently returning it to his
jacket.

“I smell like wet cat now,” the killing machine said, tilting his nose up and
sniffing.



“You check the big one, I’ll get the small one,” Maverick replied, kneeling to
go through the Togarian’s pockets. Their cover as spiced out transients required
they act like urban predators- and no junkie would leave anything valuable on a
corpse.
Holding his breath so he didn’t have to inhale the infected stench rising from
Shorty’s ocular socket, he rummaged through the sticky pockets of her cloak
for anything of value; besides a wad of Algarine torve weed and a soiled
handkerchief, Shorty’s only other possession was a broken vibroshiv and a
scratched hardcopy photo of two small tan colored Togorian children smiling
and waving at the camera.
Turning the photo over he tried to read a message scrawled in almost
indecipherable basic.

“Mother, we lov yu and want see yu again. Sunni an Neep.”

Glancing between the photo and the Togorian corpse, Maverick could tell by
the fur pattern that the two children belonged to Shorty.

“You should have stayed with your kids you dumb…” he mumbled under his
breath.

Hey! Pal! You going to make out with her or can we go?” Darko asked,
dropping something into his pocket as he squeezed past and continued up the
staircase.

“Yeah, yeah I just,” he shook his head and shoved the pic back into Shorty’s
cloak. “Nothing. Lets do this.”

Outside the wind picked up to an unholy howl and the damaged plasticrete
masonry of the Onyx Morning allowed enough of the frigid wind through that
flakes of snow appeared in the central stairwell shaft, dancing and twirling in
the stream of white moonlight that fell through the broken octagonal skylight
four stories above.
Continuing the climb, butterflies began to weave in his stomach as they neared
the seventh floor landing. Two NRS officers would be stationed there-big ugly
Gammoreans inserted specifically to dissuade anyone from advancing to the
upper floors. Darko’s recon told them the officers wouldn’t directly prevent
them from advancing, but would snarl and look nasty-a tactic that would work
for anyone who didn’t actually live on the seventh floor, and beyond that?
The top floor. And their target.
Then it was back down.   



Eight floors.   
Nine if you counted the basement they would have to make it through to get out
of the building alive.
The butterflies multiplied by ten.

 “Did you see how that one chick was looking at me?” Darko said as they
ascended to the seventh floor landing. As he talked steam rose from his mouth
and drifted into the shaft of pale light falling to their left.
Shoving his hands into his pockets, Maverick pulled his hands free from his
gloves behind the warmth of his parka and slid his right hand onto the butt of
his Merr-Sonn holdout, concealed along with it’s partner in the waist-holsters
beneath his parka.
Glancing to his side he looked down the stairwell, unable to even see the lobby
any more.
“She was looking at you cause she never saw a Nerf-Herder where she was
from!” Maverick cracked as they came face to face with the pair of
Gammoreans.
Dressed in massive brown jackets of matted brown fur, the pig-faced aliens
wore baggy canvas trousers that curled into knee high leather boots.

“Hold up, someone constructed a wall of ugly. Anyone got a vibro axe?” Darko
said, smiling wide at the two guards.

“You got better place to be? Maybe not here? Maybe somewhere else?” the
Gammorean on the left snarled in his native tongue, a series of squeals that hurt
Maverick to listen. He would be the GIC Maverick thought, the “Gammorean-
In-Charge.”

“Nope, got me a piece of trim currently face down in her own puke. I plan on
licking her clean, now move,” Darko said, still smiling.

A moment passed and no one moved a muscle. Mavericks grip tightened on his
Merr Sonn and a thin bead of sweat snuck from under his toboggan and slid
down behind his ear.

“You ok. Maybe we see you again, we see how you like to take licks yourself?”
the GIC snarled, nudging his partner as both stepped aside, allowing them
access to the seventh floor.

They were past the guards and heading down a side hall before Maverick
spoke. “Uhm, kinda coming off a little strong back there, dontcha think?”



Eyes scanning the doors, Darko shrugged. “Not really. Those flat-snouts are
there to look menacing and scare off transients. The last thing they want to do
is get into a brawl with us. They go toe to toe with us, it causes trouble. If it
causes trouble it brings the authorities and the authorities means attention-and
that’s exactly what they DON’T want, plus,” he reached the end of the hallway
and stopped at a grime covered door that looked like it was once yellow, “they
wouldn’t lay a hand on us unless we tried to head up to eight.” He pointed to a
faded “714” someone had scrawled on the center of the door in paint and gone
back over in what looked like lipstick.

Softly, Darko knocked on the door. A moment passed and he repeated the
knock. Inside Maverick heard muffled movement.

“Whozit?”

Repeating the knock, Darko gave a broad smile and crossed his arms. A
moment later the door opened a crack, filled by the chubby wrinkled face of a
Dressellian.
“Who you? What you want?” the being asked.  Wide orange eyes tried to
glance past Darko and out into the hallway as large, black, dilated pupils darted
around trying to focus-he was lit like a Corellian skyline.

“Greetings fellow sentient,” Darko began, still smiling. “I’m Commander
Darko with the undercover division of the planetary security force. I was
wondering if you’d seen anyone suspicious roaming around lately.”

“Side’s you?” the Dressllian asked, looking him up and down.

Giving the Dressellian a charismatic chuckle, Darko shook his head. “Heh, I
suppose that’s a no. Look, would you mind if I gave you my card?  It’s got my
com number and we are offering a reward for information leading the arrest of
one of your fellow residents.”

The Dressellian uncurled a thick gray tongue and lapped at his chin for a
moment as if giving the offer thought and unlocked the door. “I spose it
couldn’t hurt. Who…”
His last words were cut off by a vibroblade that seemed to magically appear in
his throat, as if it were a parlor trick he used to pick up potential mates. Already
moving, Darko knocked the being back inside where he spun and fell to the
ground, hands fumbling with the protruding weapon. Maverick silently shut



and locked the door, drawing his Merr Sonn and sweeping the room for any
unexpected surprises.
While Darko disappeared in what Maverick assumed was the master bedroom
he moved over to the twitching body. Gently turning him over, the Dressellian
looked at him with wide shocked eyes while his hands mechanically tried to
palm the hilt of the vibroblade, now slick with his own blood.
Drawing his blaster, Maverick pressed the barrel against the Dressellian’s head
and looked away.

“What are you doing!?!” Darko hissed from the bedrooms doorway.

“What? I was going to…”

Before Maverick could finish Darko Tenkiller crossed the room, lacing an iron
grip beneath his armpit and jerking him to his feet; his face hovering just
centimeters from Mavericks, he locked cold dead eyes on the younger man. “Is
that frelling blaster modified with a silencer?” he hissed, tapping the Merr Sonn
with his own heavy blaster pistol.

“No.”

“So what? You were going to fire it and alert this entire craphole that we are
here?” Darko snapped, voice just loud enough to be heard.

“I was just going to, you know…the guy is dying-suffering. It was a mercy
kill,” Maverick said, gesturing at the still fumbling Dressellian, now rolling
back and forth in his own blood while rasping guttural sounds exited his throat.
Darko followed his stare and his face softened.

“Oh.  I see. Well, let me help you with that,” Darko said kneeling. Without
another word he raised his heavy blaster and began violently hammering the
face of the Dressellian into pulp.
Mouth hanging agape, Maverick stared as the big mans arms rose and fell like a
triphammer, each rise bringing a fresh spray of blood that sailed across the
room to land on old fast food wrappers and adult magazines scattered about the
floor.
After several minutes, when the crunch of bone was replaced with a sick
sucking wet sound, Darko finally stopped, cleared his throat and stood.
What turned towards Maverick barely resembled anything human. Coated in a
mask of blood spatter, Darko still carried the same smile he took to the floor



with him, delicately wiping his dripping blaster off on his longcoat while wide
eyes shifted erratically in their sockets.

“There, see?  I like mercy. Mercy, mercy, mercy,” Darko chuckled to himself.
“Woah! I feel better, ahem,” he cleared his throat and holstered the blaster,
drawing a hand across his face and back through his hair. The Dressellian’s
dark crimson blood tinted his black hair red in the light of the room’s single
naked lightbulb.
“Shall we?” the madman asked, gesturing towards the bedroom. All Maverick
could do was nod and follow.

The differences between Hotel Onyx Morning’s rooms weren’t significant, by
design or smell. Moving into the bedroom Maverick was struck by the
oppressive smell of mildew, sweat and urine. He’d grown used to it in the three
days he’d been there, imagining the end of the op when he would be able to
throw himself in a blazing hot shower-this time of year the only thing the Hotel
Onyx Morning had to offer was ice-cold baths in a bathtub covered in four
decades of rainbow colored crud that crawled with tiny indigenous fauna.
“Here, hold my jacket,” Darko said, navigating the cluttered darkness to the
bed. Besides the stench there was little remarkable about the Dresellian’s
bedroom. More magazines lay about the floor with a holoplayer propped up in
the corner. On a rickety worn dresser beneath a two-meter by one meter
window lay a tangle of grime covered coveralls lit by an orange floodlight,
courtesy of the tenement next door.
Maverick could make out the name “Fendir” stitched on a yellow ovoid patch.
Reaching up to the ceiling, Darko lightly tapped with his knuckles; Three raps,
followed by two, then five more. A moment later an altered, muffled answering
sequence drifted down from above.

“Sounds like they are still alive, look out,” Darko said hopping from the bed.

Stepping away from the crumpled matress, they both watched as a low hum
began from above the bed. A second later a thin narrow blade a meter long
pierced the plasticrete ceiling, raining a nearly silent shower of dust particles
onto the crumpled sheets.

“Are we ready?” Darko asked as Maverick pulled free of the impromptu
entrance Liteo and Ssvit created to the eighth floor. The room was identical to
Fendir’s one floor below, with the standard soiled wallpaper and ashen scarred
carpeting providing the rooms unmistakable character.



Surprisingly, the room was in order, despite still smelling of waste and
desperation.

“Wow…the light fixture actually works in this room!” Maverick said blinking
against the stark pale glow panels set into the ceiling.

“Yeah, Mr.Fixit over there has been busy,” Liteo said nodding to Ssvit who sat
on the floor tinkering with what looked like a frag grenade.

“Ssvit does not like idle hands. If Ssvit has the time and equipment, then he
finds ways to be productive.”

“Let me guess, I bet you two have the only working holoplayer above the first
floor,” Darko smirked.

“Yep. And the only thing we can find on are cartoons and weather reports,”
Liteo donned a black neoleather longcoat. “They say this blizzard is getting
worse Darko. Apparently it’s interfering with all incoming flights and that the
starport has even cancelled all outbound traffic and redirected incoming traffic
to the planet’s southern hemisphere.”

“Excellent. That means if the New Republic has any ships on station as backup
they won’t be able to get here,” Darko smiled, nodding.

“Yeah, it also means that our extraction wont be able to get here either,”
Maverick said, turning his Merr Sonns over in his hands. Twirling the matching
palmguns he slid them silently back into his waist-holster.

“Lets worry about that after the mission,” Darko said moving into the living
room. Stopping at the doorway he glanced down and Ssvit. “And just what
ARE you working on?”

Holding up what Maverick now confirmed as a grenade of some sort, he was
surprised to see its surface was a reflective black mirror, rather than flat black
durasteel.
“SSvit has a gift for Darko. Pull the pin on this and close your eyes,” the
Verpine offered it to Darko, who took it and turned it over.

“What’s it do?”



Ssvit stood and tilted his long head while dropping a fusion cutter into a black
gearbag that hung around his angular frame. “Sends out an intense pulse of
light that blinds for up to thirty seconds, disabling any lowlight vision
equipment-including that which is equipped with Flash protection.”

“So it’s a EMP grenade?” Liteo asked.

“Negative. It’s specially designed to not interfere with electronics except that
used in flash protection. See, flash protected visors are coated with…” but
Darko held up a hand stopping the Verpine.

“Save it. Liteo, you and me will take out the hall guards and make an entrance
for Maverick. Mav, you got two rooms to worry about. The first is the suite’s
anteroom, which will have a minimum of seven to ten armed individuals.
Some will be NRS, some we’ve confirmed as members of Princess Nibb’s own
security detail. By the time we get to the actual suite they are going to know we
are coming, so while they can’t get out we are going to have a difficult time
getting in,” he was reciting the game plan but that was fine with Maverick, he
liked to be solid on the specifics in case any changes had been made.

“Now, the suite guards are going to be counting on backup from two spots.
The first will be two two-man details of Princess Nibbs security detail stationed
in the rooms on either side of the suite. The second is the NRS backup staying
on the seventh floor, but thanks to Saffire, it’s backup that ain’t going to make
it.  So, once we blow seven, we take out the additional two-man crews in the
hallway, then slap a thermite charge on the suite door, blow it, and then Liteo
and I go in, clearing you a path.
You go in, take out the princess, and then its down to the basement and out the
tunnel. We clear?”
Everyone nodded. Darko looked at each one in turn, finally settling on
Maverick.

“It’s all up to you kid. You have to take this rich debutant out or it’s our butts
in a sling. Got it?”

“Nodding, Maverick crossed his arms. No need to worry about me, I’ve always
taken care of business in the past.”

Darko smiled. “That’s what I’m counting on.”



Liteo and Ssvits room was located around a corner and down a hallway from
the Princess’ suite. According to Liteo there was a NRS officer sprawled
against a wall three meters from their door, and another just around the turn in
the hallway. Two NRS officers were stationed at the top of the stairs in case
anyone made it past the Gammoreans.
In looking at the sheer amount of backup, it was obvious Jonus Kable wasn’t
worried about subtlety. “Must be bucking for a promotion,” Maverick mused
quietly as he watched Darko and Liteo exit the room. Ssvit was to stay behind
till all hell broke loose and then bring up the rear while Maverick was to follow
thirty seconds behind the dual Tenkillers.
Kneeling beside the door, Maverick palmed a handheld digiscreen and fed a
thin wire under the door. The microscopic camera fed a small grainy color
image of the hallway to the screen, absent of sound. He watched, holding his
breath as Darko and Liteo strolled past the prone NRS agent, and fell upon him,
Liteo opening his throat with one swift motion and Darko covering their back.
Standing, Maverick dropped the handheld and pulled his black toboggan from
his head, running a steady black glove through his sweat-soaked bush of white
hair.
Taking a deep breath he smoothed his parka and opened it, allowing access to
the dual waist holsters beneath. It was time to go to work.

The arctic gusts were worse on this level, howling through the destitute
corridors with the enough force to whip his jacket around like a speared sea eel.
With his hair stiffening and ice crystals beginning to form, sweat rolled from
his temples in streams and heat escaped his brow in wisps. From around the
corner he heard the barely audible grunt of the Tenkiller’s next victim.
To his left, lying atop a slowly expanding crimson stain, the first NRS officer
lay facedown, a more convincing drunk in death than he ever was in life.
Maverick wondered if Kable would care that this man had died, or if he would
write off the death as another casualty caused by someone else, shirking the
responsibility onto another set of shoulders besides his own. Nearing the end of
the hall, he filed the speculation in his mental garbage bin; it wasn’t his
problem. Life, death, sometimes you get to a place where they are
interchangeable. Drawing his Merr Sonns into a hammer grip he wondered who
would be on the winning end of the blaster barrel this time.
Without a sound he rounded the corner to his left, stepping into the shadowy
corridor. The Tenkiller’s made short work of this hallways guard, leaving a
green skinned Rodian clawing at what was left of his throat on the ground just a
meter away. Standing in the center of the hallway, Darko and Liteo sheathed
their weapons and drew heavy blaster pistols.   



Turning so they faced a trio of doors on their left, Liteo produced the small
black remote that would detonate the dozen explosive packets two floors
beneath their feet, as he and Darko backed up, placing their backs to the
opposite wall. Maverick advanced and stepped to his left, leveraging himself
against the corridors stained wall on his.
Darko silently counted down from five with his fingers. When all five fingers
were exposed Liteo jammed his thumb against the remote.

Chaos erupted.

Shaking as if Rygal 7 were opening up below them to swallow the hotel, the
Onyx Morning rocked as if being pummeled by a rancor. At the end of the hall,
brilliant white flashes lit up the staircase landing, silhouetting the pair of
stunned guards who were unfortunate enough to be leaning easily on the
distressed railing. The weakened metal screeched beneath their weight and the
shock wave from below as it broke away from the floor, disappearing in the
column of orange flame that billowed skyward.
Arms gripping each other, the two guards fell backwards, screaming as they
pitched over the lip of the landing, plummeting eight stories through the inferno
to their death.
Amidst the roar of fire and secondary explosions, screams rose from the main
stairwell as the residents scrambled from their rooms in an attempt to find out
what new dark turn their life had taken.
In the hallway, the doorway to the left swung wide, exposing a massive human
wrapped in a thick black fur cloak that matched the deep color of his skin. In
one hand he held a long silver sword. Behind him a smaller man of the same
color, wrapped in a golden cloak emerged brandishing a repeating blaster. The
Tenkillers, expecting the opposition fired several rounds into the large man,
who took two to the chest and one to the eye. Falling backwards onto his
smaller partner, both collapsed back into the room as Liteo pumped several
more blaster bolts into the Big Mans prone partner.   
The door to the right of the suite remained closed but Darko was already
moving, slapping a square block of explosive onto the grimy door.

“Darko, the second detail…” Liteo shouted.

“No time to wait!” Darko screamed, grabbing Liteo and shoving him down the
hall towards Maverick. They were halfway to him when the remaining guards
emerged, two NRS officer clad in brown body armor who immediately dropped
to their knees in firing position.



Keeping his breathing steady, Maverick raised a Merr-Sonn and fired a spear of
red energy between the approaching Tenkillers- and directly into the square of
explosive.
The blast knocked Maverick back and to the ground as his partners crashed to
the ground beside him. More screams filled the chorus from below as flaming
debris bounced down the hallway, falling upon them and igniting small patches
of clothing.   
Shaking away the cobwebs, the trio climbed to their feet, checking for any
major damage.

“Everyone ok?” Darko asked, shaking his head clear.

“As ok as I can be after getting blown up,” Liteo groused.

The Tenkillers advanced, Liteo on the far wall, which was now aflame and
Darko on the inside wall, directly ahead of Maverick. Once within arms reach
of the smoking crater that used to be the suite door, Darko produced the
grenade Ssvit had provided and tossed it inside the anteroom. From within, a
brilliant noiseless flash followed, illuminating the thick haze of smoke in the
hallway; the screams followed immediately after.
The smoke from below now mingled with the flames and burning walls and
was billowing, thick and black throughout the hotel. Somewhere below a
firefight had broken out, and the whine of blaster fire mixed with the staccato
of slugthrowers, both almost drowning out the chaos of the fire and screams of
the scared and dying.
Anarchy. Chaos. Blacklyst.

Maverick gripped both of his weapons in his hands and entered the doorway.   
Bodies, writhing on the ground, roared in agony. NRS officers, their brown
body armor shredded like scrap, lay screaming, disturbing, unholy sounds, as
they tried to reattach body parts.
What he assumed was another dark-skinned royal guardsman lay in three
pieces on the ground, still moving.

“Mav! We got more NRS headed this way! Move!” Darko shouted from the
hallway, kneeling and targeting someone near the stairwell; blaster reports
screamed throughout as green bolts crisscrossed the hallway.

“We’re pinned down! We got hostiles in front and behind!” Liteo screamed,
diving across the corridor and barrel rolling into the room. Darko followed and
both Tenkillers angled themselves inside the blasted door-crater so they could



shoot down opposite ends of the hall. The smoke was thickening, making it
hard to breath and Maverick could hear the roar of fire somewhere below-
growing louder.
Without hesitation, Maverick turned back to the room and made his way over
several bodies towards the green intact bedroom door just three meters away.
Off to his left what must have been the New Republic liaison lay sprawled on
her back, a chunk of the suite’s door embedded in her chest. She must have
been standing in front of it when it blew, he thought as he watched her mouth
moved in a soundless cry for help.
Gripping his weapons tightly he turned away and advanced on the bedroom
door.
Leaning back he planted a thick black combat boot with such force in it’s
center that it splintered in two, falling away on it’s hinges. Stepping in the room
with his gun hand extended, he stopped in his tracks.

Standing, silently, amidst all of the chaos and madness, stood a small dark-
skinned girl. No more than twelve years old, her head was clean-shaven, and
her extraordinarily long neck was ringed with golden hoops that sparkled with
faint emerald highlights.
Wide golden eyes stared with an intense serenity, her face painted with a
shimmering golden cross that bisected her soft brown skin, looping up and
around her jaw towards her ears. A crescent of white dots began at one end of
the cross’s t-bar that covered her eyes, peaking in the center of her forehead
before curving back down to the other end.

“Please, Sir, please, do not hurt my child,” someone said in the room.
Maverick, eyes still fixed on the child’s wide black pupils, had to force himself
to look away.
Off to his left the girl’s mother, her rich mocha skin now pallid with fear,
clasped her hands together and fell to her knees. Fine robes of Rodian Firesilk
ground against a carpet that stunk of blood and excrement as tears poured in
glistening rivers from her clenched eyes along soft plump cheeks.
“Please, she’s only a child. She’s all I have,” the woman continued.

One weapon targeted the mother while the other remained locked on the center
of the young girls forehead; slowly Maverick pulled his gaze back to Princess
Fio Nibb. Rivulets of sweat beaded around his wrist and trickled beneath his
forearm. Simply staring, the young girl, who couldn’t be any older than twelve-
at most, clasped delicate hands in front of a shimmering dress made of the same
material as her mothers.   



She showed no fear, no apprehension; Just a calm demeanor that made
Maverick’s head throb and his hand tremble slightly.

“MAV! TAKE THE FRELLING SHOT!” Darko screamed from the next room.
The scream of blaster fire and human voices intensified as the Hotel Onyx
Morning made the transformation from a derelict building into a warzone.

“DO IT! KILL THEM ALL!!!” Darkos voice roared before it was enveloped in
another barrage of blaster fire.

Finger trailing the smooth contour of the trigger, Maverick aimed the weapon
between the young girls eyes.

Without a word, she stepped forward.

Astonished, Maverick watched as the child fearlessly placed her forehead
against the barrel of the Merr-Sonn, pressing tightly so that it’s muzzle fell
between her eyes.

“I can feel your pain, your inner conflict,” she said with a voice as smooth as
the silk wrapped about her body. Her voice, low, shouldn’t have been audible
amidst the roar of war, but Maverick realized he could hear little else.
“You won’t kill me. You can’t,” she continued, locking her eyes on his as he
stared down the flat black durasteel. “The good in you won’t allow you to pull
this trigger. I can see inside your soul, I can see where you are broken,” her
hand reached up and pressed against his chest-directly over his heart.
“Your destiny holds much for you to do. You are a man meant for greater
things than the life of a lowly assassin.”

Weapon still extended, Maverick found he couldn’t pull the trigger. This child,
this innocent, looked up at him with golden eyes, free of malice. Free of anger.   
For a moment, time stopped. The firefight, the choking smoke, the screams of
the dead and dying-for one moment trapped in time, it all ceased to exist.
Focused on wide black pupils circled in gold, the man called Maverick felt
something inside change, as if beneath her touch a missing piece fell into place.

Xander Paddox took a deep breath and lowered his weapon.

Backing away from the young girl and her outstretched hand, he kept his eyes
locked on her until he was out of the room. Turning, he came face to face with
Darko.



“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!?”  he screamed, spittle flying from his mouth
and peppering his face.  Xander didn’t notice, simply moved around his irate
partner, holstering one of his weapons as he made his way into the smoke-
choked hallway. The blaster fight in the hall had ended, with most of the
fighting moving to the lower levels.
Eyes watering from the smoke, Xander looked around, trying to get his
bearings and just moved, not sure if he was heading in the right direction.

“Maverick!” Liteo shouted from behind. He didn’t bother to turn, heading for
what he thought was the stairs. Stepping over several NRS corpses, he finally
reached the landing when he heard a scream.

Princess Fio Nibb.

Spinning, Xander’s eyes swelled despite the smoke as Ssvit, exited the suite, a
bundle wrapped in a filthy sheet slung over his shoulder.

“What the frell, Hey!” Xander shouted as Ssvit spotted him and sprinted
towards the staircase, his long thin legs propelling him like a rocket. Xander
was about to protest when the Verpine shot past, leaping out over the chasm
and disappearing into the column of smoke that billowed from below.

“HEY! WHAT THE HELL!” Xander screamed, stopping himself before he
pitched over the edge. Someone grabbed him from behind and pulled him back.
Turning he gripped Liteo’s arm as the Tenkiller pulled him back onto solid
ground before letting go and heading for the staircase.
Charging down the hallway and slapping home a fresh blaster clip, Darko
looked at where Ssvit had disappeared into the smoke and back and Xander.

“At least some members of this frelling team still know how to follow orders,”
Darko sneered.

Beneath his feet Xander felt something buckle and crumble; Darko was already
moving and Xander pushed off, throwing himself down the staircase as the
eighth floor landing disappeared into the darkness below.
Tumbling and hitting what felt like every bolt and corner he possibly could,
Xander slammed hard onto the seventh floor landing shoulder first as his
blaster bounced from his hand, clattering along the railing where it caught he
lip of the railing and tumbled into the stairwell shaft.



. Managing to stay on his feet, Darko didn’t bother to look back, instead
continuing to move, firing wildly over the railing of the staircase towards knots
of random blaster fire piercing the darkness from below.
Scrambling to his feet, Xander pulled his spare blaster and scurried down the
collapsing staircase. With each step the unstable metal scaffolding would sway
as the fire, now engulfing entire floors of the hotel, surrounded them like a
living vengeful inferno.
Screams, still piercing the roar of the fire, came from all sides as somewhere
below a firefight still raged. Moving behind Darko as he fired, Xander blocked
out the pain that screamed from his shoulder and pushed ahead, forcing himself
through a wall of heat that felt like someone shoved him face first into a blast
furnace.
They managed to make it to the third floor landing before they realized they
were stuck. Above, fire raged throughout the upper levels and the staircase
wavered, the previous explosions and stress pulling it away from the
deteriorating landings. One floor below the Black Barves and NRS Officers
were on opposite sides of the landing, engaged in a fierce firefight.
They were trapped out in the open, unable to go up and unable to go down
without getting directly involved. Crouching behind the thin metal handrails,
they were partially obscured by the smoke.

“This is bad,” Xander said, checking his weapon. Nearly empty, he slapped the
last power cell into the small blaster.

“Stow it Silver Spoons. If you’d pulled the trigger like you were supposed to
we would be halfway to the extraction point by now,” Darko snapped back,
drawing a hand across a soot-blackened face streaked with tears and a bit of
blood.   

“She was a kid Vic! The intel never said squat about her being a frelling kid! Is
that what we’ve come to now? Baby killers? We’ll screw that!”

“You had a job to do and you screwed it up!” Darko screamed back, and for a
moment Darko’s eyes narrowed and his weapon, previously aimed towards the
lower levels, turned ever so slightly.
Suddenly, a volley of automatic weapons fire tore into their position, sparking
against the rusted latticework and spraying them with bits of shrapnel.

“We can argue this later! We need to get out of here! Take out those
gangbangers!” Darko screamed.



Moving on instinct, Xander leaned over the railing and let loose with several
blaster bolts; two managed to find their mark and ripped through the ragged
clothing of a pair of gang-bangers who died screaming as their weapons
clattered useless onto the soiled carpet.
Now a noticeable target, the NRS and Barves both redirected some of their fire
to include the new threat on the stairwell.

“We got no choice!” Xander said as another explosion erupted three stories
above, shaking the building like a ragdoll; falling into the stairwell shaft, a
flaming chunk of floor, roaring with fire, burst apart, sending a hail of smaller
meteors showering into the chasm and driving several soldiers and gangers
towards cover. With nothing to lose, Xander holstered his weapon and vaulted
over the staircase into the cloud of smoke.

He fell three stories and had mere seconds to contort his body so that he
wouldn’t die when he landed. Twisting, he fell through a fresh volley of
weapons fire, feeling a blaster bolt sear his cheek as he passed.  A moment later
he crashed atop the front desk clerks cubicle, slamming hard against his
shoulder and ribcage.
Pain rocketed through his body but he bit it back, muffling the scream that
threatened to escape his lips.
Behind him someone landed just as hard-spewing forth a string of expletives as
they scrambled to get up. Darko.
Rolling towards the edge, Xander dropped to the ground, forcing the pain out
of his mind. Drawing the Merr-Sonn, he advanced towards the rear of the
lobby, now vacant save for several corpses and a raging fire currently engulfing
the front room.
Kicking wide the flimsy basement door nestled in the far right corner behind an
artificial plant, he began his descent down a steep flight of permacrete stairs.
Brushing past, Darko cut in front of him and sprinted down the remaining
stairs, several at a time.
 The Onyx Morning’s cellar was even less inviting than its pre-inferno upper
levels. Eyes adjusting in the darkness, Xander followed Darko down a narrow
duracrete corridor that smelled of raw sewage and decay. Scurrying throughout
the corridor, half-meter long vermin raced for safety, their scaly red hides
propelled along on two dozen legs.
The fire system, as old and as sophisticated as the building itself, had engaged,
sending showers of putrid water falling from rusted pipelines above. Dirty
water or clean, Xander didn’t care, turning his face upwards to wipe clear his
face and stinging eyes.



“Nightmare three to Nightmare one. Target secured. Where are you?” Race’s
voice crackled in his ear.

Ahead, Darko stopped and pressed his finger to his own ear, water dripping
from his tight face. “We’re still in the cellar, come back,” he replied.

Silence.

“Things are heating up out here Darko. Emergency vehicles are on the way,
we’ve got a screaming girl in here, Ssvit is…I mean Nightmare five is…”

“Just go! Just get out of here and get to the extraction.Tell them to send team
two to pick up me and Maverick at the alternate rendezvous,” Darko said,
glancing back from where they came. Red emergency lights kicked on,
drowning out the faint glow panels set into the ceiling and spinning madly,
casting shadows that jumped like phantoms from every crevice.

“Copy, what about…” but Race’s voice broke apart in a squeal of static.

“What?!?” Darko screamed, still walking with his head bent down. “Say again
Nightmare Three! I didn’t copy!”

Xander continued to follow, blinking away rivulets of water while keeping an
iron grip on his weapon. Stepping over garbage piles and power lines, they
tried to make good time while keeping their footing on the slick floor.
Ten meters ahead, the corridor ended in a “t” intersection while crimson light
and shadow echoed off of the wet walls. Above the muffled roar of the fire and
rumble of secondary explosions knocked loose bits of masonry from the cellar
walls.

“Say again!’ Darko screamed into his lapel comm.

“…Didn’t…out…still in with you…” Race’s voice replied, breaking up.

“Who? Who is still in here with us?” Darko screamed, increasing his trot to a
run.

“That would be Khara.”

“Who said that?” Darko shouted, skidding to a stop and bringing his blaster up
to bear on the end of the corridor. From the direction the voice came from, two



shadows stepped from the right intersecting corridor, less than four meters
away.
Inside Xander felt like someone had taken a lightsaber and jammed it into his
intestines and stirred it like cake batter. Directly ahead, at the intersection, a
man stood behind Khara Doone, his forearm wrapped under her neck and a
blaster barrel shoved into her left temple.

“Jonus Kable,” Xander said bringing his Merr-Sonn up in line with his former
teammates head.

The soaked, tanned face, distorted by the red emergency strobes, sat nestled
against Kharas matted black hair. “Xander? Is that you?!?” Kable said, smiling.   

“Drop the piece Kable, and let her go,” Darko ordered, stepping aside so he and
Xander both had shots.

“I know that voice! Vic! Wow! It’s like a frelling prep school reunion!” Kable
smiled, showing wide white teeth. “I figured when I found your squeeze here
trying to cut through the back door out of this place your traitorous ass
wouldn’t be that far away.”
Khara growled as Kable tightened his forearm and advanced. The thief was
clad in her black skintight stealth suit, now slick with water; her black hood,
normally covering her entire head, was pulled back, replaced by a face masked
in rage.
In the rotating red flashes, Xander realized Kable had haphazardly tied a nylon
cord around his left gun-hand and tied the other end off around Khara’s neck.
Any sudden movement and she wouldn’t be able to get away in time before he
could scatter her brains across the floor.
Somewhere above the scream of sirens echoed down into the corridor. The
emergency teams arrived.

“Look, Kable, I know we’ve not always seen eye-to-eye” Vic began.   

“What? Are you serious?” Kable growled, forcing his hostage forward with a
thrust from his hips. “Are you going to try to talk me out of arresting you
scumbags? Do you have ANY idea what this means for me?” the man
screamed, eyes wide with excitement. “Any minute the emergency crews are
going to flood in here. You’ll be surrounded, captured, and I will be the man
responsible for bringing down Blacklyst! The traitors of the New Reopublic!”



“Frell you nutcase,” Khara snarled and launched an elbow into his ribs.
Buckling, he let his gun hand falter as she tried to make a run for it, but Kable,
managing to keep control, jerked her back and into Xander’s line of fire.
Bringing his arm down, the NRS Officer clubbed Khara in the temple, sending
her reeling as he pulled her close again, nuzzling the barrel against her ear as
her eyes rolled in the back of her head from the wound.
“DO IT AGAIN WHORE!” he screamed, anger swelling his face in to a
vicious scowl.

“Kable! Don’t do anything stupid! Look, let her go, and you can take me,” Vic
said, keeping his weapon steady. “No one has to get hurt.”

Kable turned just enough that Xander had a decent shot. “I can take him Vic,
let me take him down,” Xander whispered, blinking away the water the poured
from his hair. Eyes still locked on Khara, his partner shook his head.
“Lower your weapon Mav, this is one we can’t win,” Vic said.

“Are you nuts?  He’s not going to…” Xander began to protest. Vic turned and
the look on his face froze him in mid sentence.

“That’s the woman I love. You will lower your weapon. NOW.”

Staring deep into Vic eyes, Xander saw no compromise. Nodding, he brought
the Merr-Sonn down to his side. “You’re the boss.”

Turning back to Kable, Vic also lowered his weapon. “Is this what you want?
You want to be a big shot because you captured Blacklyst?’ Vic asked with
disgust.

Jerking the semi-conscious Khara beside him, the NRS officer smiled wide and
slung his head from side to side like a dog, shaking it free from the downpour.
“Damn right Palisades! All of the damage, all of the crap you and your second-
rate team of wannabes caused my career…the court martial, the jail time,
everything, is going to be forgotten once I turn you and your team over to the
higher ups.”

“Vic, don’t let him, please,” Khara said, her voice coming in a whimper as deep
purple blood washed from the gash Kable caused onto her face. Eyes still dazed
and clouded tried to focus on Vic, who stood motionless, his face riveted onto
Kables.



Xanders body pulled tight like a cord. Almost a decade of ops, of training of
trusting this man, he knew Vic had an ace up his sleeve. They’d come too far
and he loved Khara too much to let this go down with their capture.

“So you get a promotion, get bumped up to a high rank and get to live out your
life on easy street with more medals and accolades than you can shake a force
pike at,” Vic said, staring daggers at Kable. “All for hanging us out to dry so
we can rot away in some new Republic prison.” Here it came, Xander could
feel it.

“That’s right,” Kable jammed the blaster tighter against the Wroonians skull,
eliciting a screech and flare of her eyes. If she was dizzy before she was
conscious-and pissed now. “Only problem with that is you won’t be sitting in a
prison Vic. You and your group of misfits will be executed for, among other
crimes, the murder of Princess Fio Nibb.”

“Nibb? She ain’t even dead,” Vic smiled.

“Yet,” Kables eyes went dark. “You think I would miss an opportunity to
saddle you with something that I KNOW is going to get you executed?”

Shrugging Vic seemed to resign himself to their situation. Somewhere far
behind them, Xander could hear people shouting. “I guess you win Kable.
You’ve got Khara…I guess you are holding all the cards. And I suppose there
really isn’t anything I can do,” Vic said, dropping his head and staring at the
blaster in his hand.

“That’s right scum,” Kable’s sneer was the brightest thing in the corridor.

“Except change the game,” Vic said. In a blur his blaster came up and fired-
vaporizing Khara’s skull directly above her right eye in a superheated cloud of
deep crimson.   

“SITHSPIT! OH MY LORD!” Kable screamed, letting her body drop away
from his own, but thanks to his ingenious nylon cord idea, she merely fell back
towards him when he moved, her wide shocked eyes staring out from a mask of
brain matter and gore.

Xander couldn’t feel his body anymore, couldn’t feel anything. Lying at
Kable’s feet was a woman who’d treated him like a brother; beside him, a



crazed smile jerking at the corner of his mouth, stood the man who he thought
was his brother.

“Vic, what the,” he tried to assemble his thoughts while Kable continued to
babble and scream, kicking the lobotomized corpse away with a foot as they
both collapsed to the ground together. “What the hell have you done Vic?” He
blinked his eyes tight and reopened them, hoping he was just in the middle of a
nightmare. His Merr-Sonn was in his hand now, slowly coming into line with
his partner.

“Mav, she was a New Republic plant, an assassin,” Vic said, eyes going from
narrow intense slits into wide somber orbs. “Look, I know this is all happening
fast, but look, look,” his voice trailed off as Xander kept his weapon on him.
“You’ve never questioned me before brother, don’t start now. We have to go,
we have to get out of here,” Vic pleaded.   
Xander could feel himself nodding as a million thoughts elbowed their way
through his mind. Vic would never really kill the woman he loved, she must
have been a plant, must have been the enemy. Water ran in tiny rivers from his
scalp, dripping from his eyelashes and mixing with what he thought might be
tears on his face.   

“Good, come on,” Vic gently pushed the Merr Sonn down and led him towards
the t intersection where Kable lay slumped up against the wall staring at them.
“You killed her, you frelling,” the NRS Officer looked at them both like they’d
turned into Banthas wearing pilot helmets.

“Yeah, I almost forgot about you,” Vic said raising his blaster.

Weapon still tethered to the neck of the Wroonian corpse, Kable tried to pull
his own blaster up but couldn’t in time, turning away as an angry red bolt
sizzled through the downpour and slammed into his chest.
Falling aside, the NRS officer made gurgling sounds as Vic pulled Xander
towards the corridor, and open doorway at its end.
Trotting along, Vic was already talking, explaining, as Xander kept an ironclad
grip on his Merr-Sonn and the roar of pounding blood filled his ears. No matter
what, he was always able to trust the team, and they were always able to trust
each other. If they’d been infiltrated, if there were imposters like Vic was
saying…

The whine of a blaster shot froze him in his tracks as a brilliant green bolt lit up
the corridor and sizzled past his ear, heat scorching his face. Another slammed



into the center of Vics back, throwing the man forward where he collapsed to
the ground, a steaming hole burned into his jacket between his shoulder blades.
Throwing himself against the wall, Xander’s feet slid from beneath him and he
landed on his tailbone-hard. From behind another bolt seared through the air
where he’d been standing just a second before. Turning, he spied Kable, lying
where he’d fallen, clutching his chest and firing down the hallway over top of
the black clad corpse.
Bringing the Merr Sonn around, Xander bracketed Kables head with his
weapons sights. Without hesitation he pulled the trigger, and gifted Jonus
Kable with a wound that struck him in his left eye, coring his head like a ripe
Gallda Fruit.

“Gotta get out of here, gotta get to the rendezvous,” Xander muttered; and as if
in a dream he pulled himself to his feet and reached down to retrieve his partner
as screams echoed down a side hallway and the remainder of the building
began to collapse in upon itself.

A roar brought him from the darkness; lying, face down on a jacket that reeked
of smoke and scorched flesh, Vic Palisades focused on the roar, trying to
determine if it was internal or external. Accented by wind howling like a
wounded Lamproid and water crashing hard against rock, he pinpointed the
source after a moment. The Ocean.
Forcing his eyes open, he was met with a lighter shade of black and took a
moment to allow his eyes to adjust. From somewhere behind him a faint pale
glow illuminated a wall in front of him. A cave wall. He was at the extraction
point.
As his mind began to take a mental inventory of his body and aches, shock hit
him like a runaway repulsorcab.

He’d killed Khara.

He couldn’t move and his gut tightened into a knot, robbing him of air. The
woman he loved, the woman he would do anything for- he’d killed her. Shot
her point blank in the face because Kable….

He stopped.

Not Khara, and New Republic Assassin.



Or so he claimed.

But it wasn’t Vic Palisades who claimed she was a plant. It was Vaxxar Blaac.

HE was Vaxxar Blaac.

Getting his breathing under control, Vaxxar let out a slow chuckle that gurgled
into his throat. It wasn’t the first time he awoke, believing he was Vic
Palisades, the man he was assigned to impersonate. It happened a few times
before, sometimes lasting for minutes, sometimes for days.
At least that’s what the scientists had told him to explain his blackouts.  He
didn’t listen to scientists, especially Imperial Scientists who worked for his
father. If lying made you do what they wanted and kept you docile then they
would tell you the Emperor was really a pink Nerk in a clown suit without
batting an eye.
So he ignored the scientists, and found out the truth on his own, deep in the
bowels of the Tolman plantation, when everyone was asleep or preoccupied.
He used a little known Imperial access code and took a stroll through his own
personnel file.
He wasn’t thrilled with what he found. When nebbish little neeks start throwing
around phrases like “advanced mental deterioration” and “schizophrenia”, one
tends to get touchy.
But what else could he expect?  The hazing, the memory implantation, all of it
was designed to make him forget who he was so he would blend in, merge with
the folds of the team, so well that no one could tell the difference.
All for what?  The love of a father who could have given two ralfs about him
once he realized his child wasn’t a blasted Force User?  No, he didn’t go
through all of this FOR dear old Dad, but DESPITE Dear old dad. If Vaxxar
did nothing else with his life, he would prove that he could manipulate and run
the team that his father held in such high regard with nothing but his cuning
and wits. Blacklyst was HIS to manipulate and control, not his fathers, or
Tolmans, or any of the other yes-men his father had overlooking this program.
And if that meant he had to let some Imperial butcher carve him into someone
else, then so be it.

It was a small price to pay for revenge.

He tried to roll over but realized that wasn’t such a good idea as his back split
with pain and scored flesh cracked and began to ooze something down his
spine. The pain was intense but he’d suffered worse. Gritting his teeth he



grunted and crawled to his knees, then to his feet as the blanket covering him
dropped to the floor. Frigid air bit into his naked torso but he blocked it out.
Vic Palisades had work to do.
Turning in a circle he took in the rough stone alcove designated as their pickup
point. On the ground lay his jacket and blanket and a used medkit. A few food
wrappers were nearby as was a small portable lamp that sat dark. The rear of
the cave narrowed into a dark passage just wide enough for two men to walk
abreast. Turning towards the only source of illumination, he caught the smell of
brewing caf and had to squint against the pale moonlight framing the mouth of
the cave and the silhouette of a man who sat unmoving.

“I heard you rustling around, how do you feel?” Maverick asked him as he
approached. The young man was seated on a small boulder, between the
caverns mouth and the cliff that overlooked the main ocean on Rygal 7. At this
height snow didn’t fall gently, it powered through the air, propelled by winds
that hammered the coastline as heavily as the waves over a hundred meters
below.
Off in the distance he could spot the tiny lights of fishing trawlers and tugs,
captained by insane men who believed their prey were more active during
storms.

“I feel like hammered poodo. You?” Vaxxar asked, staring at the back of the
young mans head. Leaning down, Xander retrieved a cup and turned, offering it
back to him. Steam rose from its lip and Vaxxars nose caught the hint of
roasted caf beans. He took it and nodded, remaining standing.   

“I’m…I’m okay. I was able to get us out of the hotel before the whole damn
thing collapsed. Race and the others were already gone and we missed the
extraction,” Xander shrugged, eyes glossing over for a moment.  “I stole a
speeder and managed to get us here. I thought I had lost you for a
moment…you flatlined…but I shot you up with some AdrenaStim and
stabilized you,” he shook his head. “I don’t know who prepped this pick up
spot but they left some bacta tabs and salve, otherwise you wouldn’t even be
able to move.”

 “Thanks,” Vaxxar had already blocked out the pain, not that he needed to; the
arctic wind had numbed everything from the waist up anyway. “My back felt
like hell when I woke up but since I’m drawing a breath you must have done a
good job.” He swallowed the scalding liquid in one toss of the mug, enjoying
the burn as it coursed down his throat.



“Yeah, Kable was packing some major heat and got lucky with where he hit
ya,” Xander said. “Look, I need to know, you said Khara was a…a plant. I need
to know, are you sure?  I mean, she, dammit she was so close to the real thing.”

“That’s what those Imposters do partner….they get in close to you and hit you
when you don’t expect it,” Vaxxar smirked.

 “Yeah….I guess,” Xander said, tossing his own mug of caff out over the cliff.
Standing he checked his chrono and looked up with tired eyes. “Our pickup
arrives in a few minutes, they should be arriving right on the tail end of this
storm.”

Nodding, Vaxxar stepped forward and pitched his own mug towards the
enormous pale orb sitting on the horizon just beyond the chain of pale white
clouds that continued to dump fist sized snowflakes onto the planet.
“Full moon,” Vaxxar nodded, parking his hands on his hips, “lots of people
think those are bad omens, especially during storms.”

“Yeah, guess you can count me among them,” Xander dropped back onto his
rock. “Tonight was ugly man, ugly and confusing and, Lord,” he shook his
head. “I’m still trying to figure it all out in my head.”

Vaxxar shrugged. “They never go like you plan. Tonight was just a bit worse
than others.”

“Worse? It was a frelling catastrophe!” Xander stood and began to pace the
cliffs edge. “Vic, look,” he began but Vaxxar held up a finger, stopping him.

“Darko. While we are on the ops it’s always…”

Xanders jaw dropped open and his eyes looked like they were about to burst.
“Are you NUTS?!? Frell the op man! Frell our freaking covers man! We almost
got burned alive tonight! Kable nearly killed you, we KIDNAPPED some
innocent girl, there is a corpse lying back in a hotel that I hope to hell is
someone impersonating Khara…” Xander stopped and shook his head. “It’s
over Vic, it’s…the whole damn thing is over.”

“What are you talking about?” Vaxxar felt his temper rising. He was getting
tired of spoiled Tapani snots telling him what they were and weren’t going to
do. Having to endure it from his father for almost three decades was enough-he
refused to take it from this brat.



Stopping, Xander slowly turned and unhooked his gunbelt, turning it over in his
hands and inspecting the remaining Merr-Sonn like he’d never seen it before.
“Blacklyst, Vic, its over. We went as long as we could, doing things we
shouldn’t have done. That we NEVER would have done as Raptor Squad. I…I
know why we did what we did, I have some theories about what they did to us
to make it easier, make us more compliant… and,” he trailed off as Vaxxar
locked a dead unwavering stare on him.  Looking out to the ocean he
continued.   
“I know you thought Blacklyst was a good idea. I know you thought we were
going to be able to get into he underworld and take out the trash…I don’t blame
you Vic, I don’t blame you for wanting to make the galaxy safer, or a better
place. And we all went along with it, willingly, the burden isn’t yours to bear
alone. This was all Blaac’s fault, he’s to blame, he’s the one who needs to pay.”

“Stop calling me Vic,” Vaxxar said, his face going flush. This little worm had
shown zero guts all night and he wasn’t going to stand here listening to him
lecture on the whys and how’s of HIS team.

“What?  Damn you’re stubborn!” Xander shouted, slinging the gunbelt at
Vaxxar. The bundle struck him in the stomach and he gripped it before it hit the
ground. “The team has gone straight to hell, we might have New Republic
assassins crawling around and you want to keep playing games!” he was
screaming now, his white flattop making him look older than we was. “It’s time
for Raptor Squad to come back Vic! To regroup! This is over! No more hiding
and running and playing puppet to that bastard Kadir! It’s done! We need to
regroup and get the team back together!”
Turning his back, Xander stepped to the precipice and looked out over the
ocean.

“We tried Vic. But now Khara is missing…or…or worse, and the rest of the
team is scattered…”

Hefting the gunbelt, Vaxxar slipped the Merr-Sonn quietly from the smooth
leather and smiled to himself. “It’s a tough situation, no doubt about that,” he
said, narrowing his eyes the back of Xander’s head.

“It’s time we took down Blaac. It’s time we went after him and made him pay
for what he did to us, what HE turned us into. It starts when we get back to
Korbin. I’m going to take down Kadir, and I’m going to get Raptor Squad back
together.”



“No kid, you won’t,” Vaxxar said, pressing the barrel of the Merr-Sonn against
the spiked white hair covering Xander’s skull.   

He was faster than Vaxxar gave him credit for. As the palmgun’s fierce red
flash lit up the small cove, Vaxxar realized Xander had dodged to the side, the
red bolt intended for the back of his brain disappearing uselessly into the
darkness. Instead of a lifeless corpse plummeting towards the ocean, Xander
Paddox was very much alive, swiveling around, and gripping Vaxxar’s wrist
tight in both hands as the Merr-Sonn trembled, locked between their stares.

“ARE YOU NUTS!?!?” Xander screamed, eyes wide with confusion.

Vaxxar gave a small smile.  “Nice moves, for a dead man.”

Fierce determination pulled at the corners of Xander’s mouth. “You should
know,” he spat between clenched teeth, “You taught it to me? Remember?”
then the younger man stopped, focusing on Vaxxars dead eyes.

“No kid, I don’t remember,” Vaxxar showed a predatory snarl.

“You- you aren’t Vic,” Xander whispered, eyes growing wide with the sudden
realization.

“You’re faster AND smarter than I gave you credit for.  Bravo,” Vaxxar said.
The blaster was slowly edging away from dead center and back towards
Xanders face. Larger and stronger than Xander, Vaxxar was winning the battle,
but a bit too slowly for his tastes.
Launching a knee into Xander’s stomach, Vaxxar jammed his eyes shut as he
connected with a sold blow that caused his opponent to lean forward just
enough so that he could pull the trigger.
Exploding with a red flash, the bolt ripped a howl of pain from Xander’s throat
as the young man let go of his wrist, hands clawing at a mask of blood as his
body stumbled backwards-and over the cliffs edge.
Tossing the weapon aside, Vaxxar dropped to his stomach on the cold wet
stone and slithered forward, peering over the edge and into darkness.   
Far below the oceans waves crashed white against the black cliff face ringing
the jagged shards of rock and massive boulders that sprung from the shoreline.
“Rest in Peace, Maverick,” Vaxxar smiled. From the darkness above he could
hear the whine of repulsors.  His ride had arrived.



*

Pain ripped into Xander’s intestines and it was all he could do to keep his
blaster pistol trained on the liquor store clerk. “Do- don’t try anything stu-
stupid,” he sputtered at the thin Ithorian who held his hands in the air.
It was after midnight and he’d cased the place out for at least three days before
they struck. The bright neon lum signs behind the hammerhead was giving him
headaches, so he tried to focus his one working eyeball on the two wide set
eyes locked on his blaster barrel.

“Hey! You two about d-done?” he shouted over his shoulder. A crash of glass
and a curse followed.   

“They’ve only got two frelling bottles! TWO!” Mitch screamed from
somewhere near the back where the glassed in coolers were located.

“Yeah, there ain’t any out here either,” Race shouted from the trio of aisles that
made up the hard liquor supply of the Booze-N-Sip. Xander silently cursed to
himself as a fit of coughing racked his body.
His eyes, closed only for a moment, shot wide when the wail of a siren
screamed throughout the store. The Ithorian, triggering the alarm, was flat on
the ground and Mitch, reeking of tabaac and Corellian Scotch, was pulling at
his arm. “Xan! Come on man! We gotta go!” the man screamed with wide eyes
darting about..   

The heavy blaster in his hand shook side to side as he targeted the wide eyed
stare of the young clerk. Blinded in one eye had shattered his ability to shoot,
had taken away the one thing that he felt defined him.

It felt as if someone had taken away his purpose in life.

Spitting a curse , Xander fired a blaster bolt that roared from the rusted
durasteel weapon, exploding above the Ithorian as a rack of snack chips
vaporized, showering the counter and clerk with a downpour crumbs.



He let Mitch pull him though the door and into the dark humid air that choked
the Lazarian IV evening. At this time of night, there were few civilians on the
streets of its main city, Lazarian, save for a handful of transients huddling a half
a block away beneath a flickering streetlight.
Following Mitch, they both sprint into an alley where Race was waiting in their
speeder. Engine idling in a series of coughs and sputters, the long beige speeder
hovered up to the duo as the scream of sirens echoed in the dark night.
Jerking the front door open, a rolling mishmash of techno pop music
reverberated from within as Mitch jumped in the front and Xander, opening the
rear door, froze.
At the back end of the alley a permacrete wall stretched up two stories to bridge
a five-meter gap between buildings. Standing motionless against the deep navy
twilight stood a shimmering white humanoid, but as much as he tried, Xander
couldn’t seem to focus his eye on any details, as if someone had taken an eraser
an blurred a man shape from the fabric of night.

The Ghost.

“Xander, get in!” Mitch screamed. Tearing his eye away, Xander jumped into
the rear of the battered sedan, glancing back out the broken windows towards
the Ghost.

Gone.

In the blink of an eye, the Ghost had disappeared from sheer ledge with a two-
story drop on either side.
Roaring with effort, the sedan bucked and complained as it lurched into the
road and cruised down the street, making sharp turns and leaving the sirens and
the liquor store far behind.
Music blared from the front seat as Race hammered the steering handles with
his fists, following along with the rampaging percussion beats.

“I sa-saw him again, the Gh-Ghost,” Xander coughed, reaching in the front seat
and feeling around until his hands closed on the neck of a cold bottle.   

“The Ghost? Again?  That’s like, the fourth time you saw him….last time was
when you bugged out of that energy cell recharging station…you got out of
there before you even emptied the safe,” Race said over his shoulder.
Uncorking the bottle the scent of Kryff hit him in his face and his stomach did a
flip as he brought the cool glass to his lips. This would do the trick-he hoped.



“Not yet Xan, “ Mitch said, jerking the bottle away as Xander’s lips smacked
on each other.  “We got to ration this stuff out.”

“I’M SU-SICK!” Xander screamed, white globs of spittle flying from his
mouth as his brain hammered the inside of his skull; the dead eyeball hidden
beneath a black patch on the right side of his face felt as if it would explode.

“We all are pal, just sit back, we’ll be home in a minute.

“Home” was the upper loft of an abandoned warehouse in Lazarian’s derelict
industrial district the trio converted into a makeshift apartment. Race had
rerouted some wiring from a nearby landline to give them lights and electricity.
Besides a few cots and a mini cooler they stole from a survival shop, the only
other items of interest was a wooden table, four rickety chairs, a sabbac deck
and a transmitter they used to pick up local weather and news reports.
For fun Race and Mitch would sling thumb sized bolts at rats and other vermin
that shared their living quarters while Xander lay in his stained cot that smelled
of sweat and daydreamed of his life in Tapani and the days he was with Raptor
Squad.
Outside the speeder, the lights of Lazarian whizzed by and Xander lolled his
head out the window, letting the cool night air work on his raging headache. He
would have asked Race to kill the musical assault but that would have required
him screaming-something he simply didn’t have the energy for.
After the Imposter Vic shot him in the face, leaving a deep crimson scar that
ran from his left cheek to just above his now useless right eye, he plummeted to
what he believed was absolute death. Fortunately, depending on how you look
at such things, a fishing boat saw the blaster fire and the ship that arrived to
extract the remaining members of Blacklyst.   
They found him in the clutches of hypothermia and pulled him into the boat,
saving his life-or at least what was left of it.

That was two years ago.

In the time since, he wandered from job to job, using whatever he could scrape
together to track down the remaining member of Blacklyst. Through a handful
of contacts the team used to use, he learned that the Blacklyst program had
been shut down, and all members were being tracked and eliminated.   
Finding specifics would have brought too much attention on him, attention he
was worried he’d already attracted by sticking his neck out to get the info he’d
already acquired. Fortunately, he was able to at least track down Race and
Mitch who were also on the run from the Imperial hit teams.



Hooking up, they’d been on the run for the last few months, but now, as he lay
in the back of a stolen speeder that smelled of cigarras, torn apart by a
mysterious sickness he’d only been able to keep at bay by guzzling Kryff by
the gallons, he wondered if he wouldn’t have been better of lying dead at the
bottom of the ocean on Rygal 7.     

“You know, this ‘Ghost’ character, maybe he’s a bounty hunter. Maybe he’s
just tracking us, ya know?” Race shouted from the front seat as he jerked the
speeder skyward, falling into a steady flow of traffic that coursed fifteen meters
off of the ground.
Winding his way around the air traffic, Race fell in behind the red glow of
lights, letting the string of repulsor vehicles carry them towards their apartment.

“If he was a bounty hunter, why not take us in?” Mitch shouted.

“Don’t know. Maybe he is waiting for backup. Or maybe he is working for one
of them Imperial Hit Squads who want us dead,” Race said, scratching at his
tangled growth of beard. They all looked worse for wear-Race had sprouted a
bushy brown beard from his pasty white face and Mitch’s eyes were sunk in so
far he looked like he was constantly wearing sunglasses and he…

Xander preferred not to think about how bad he looked.

The Maverick persona cast away, his hair had grown back damaged from the
years of cheap coloring chemicals. No longer the dirty blonde silken Tapani
coiffure that had flowed carefree for years, his hair was now platinum blonde,
kinky, and damaged by neglect, chopped by whatever pair of rusty scissors he
could get his hands on. Hairstyles were a thing of the past.
His skin wasn’t much better. Small red splotches covered his entire body and
they were only able to grab showers when the heavens of Lazarian IV were
gracious enough to open up and drop a storm on he and his partners.  If they
were lucky they would be at the apartment, where they would sprint to the flat
roof and stand bare-skinned as the brief downpours hammered away weeks of
accrued filth from their bodies and whatever clothes they managed to shove
into a nearby drainage trough.

It hadn’t rained for two weeks.

Whipping his strands of hair around, Xander continued staring out the window
as the multicolored neon and holos of Lazarians entertainment district gave
way to blocks upon blocks of battered housing complexes and distressed



buildings. Many appeared to have been destroyed by some long forgotten war
and simply left to the forces of nature, which were slowly covering the squat
permacrete buildings with foliage and creeping vines.
The speeder dropped back to within a meter of the ground and Race, heaving
up a cred sized ball of phlegm and firing it out into the night, dropped the speed
of the long beige vehicle and killed the mind-numbing music.

“We need to get a new ride, this party barge doesn’t have the power to really
get out of a jam if we need it,” Mitch observed as they slowly left the silent
residential buildings behind and began following the curve of the Greater
Lazarian Waterway-a river that skirted the edge of the city.

“Frell that you skank, this is just like a ride I had back when I was a kid,” Race
replied, bundling his blue synthleather jacket about him. It was summertime,
and the evening was plenty warm, but he was suffering from the same cold
chills as everyone else.
Without further conversation, Race killed the vehicles lights, cruising the last
half mile in darkness, their path lit by a pair of full double moons. Slowing,
they wove between torched out heavy loaders sitting silently alongside massive
rusted out cargo containers. Their warehouse sat dark and silent, an inviting
prospect for an ambush or sneak attack. Race parked the speeder beside the
building and shut it down, leaving it to wheeze and rattle like a worn beast of
burden who didn’t have much life left.   
Too weak to worry about an ambush, the trio grabbed their bags and strolled
through the front door, Race sliding an arm beneath Xander and helping him up
the three flights of stairs to the top floor.

“I need Kryff, now,” Xander managed, lying facedown on his bunk. Sweat
poured from his forehead and neck, trickling into his ears where it caused him
to shake his head violently back and forth.  If he had any food he would have
thrown up; instead he rolled over onto his back and peered up through the glass
pyramid that covered the room of their apartment. A long, narrow flight of
stairs set against a far wall led up to skylight-and beyond, the roof.

“Yeah, yeah, here you go,” Mitch said, bloodshot eyes blinking back tears.
Glancing back at his partner, Xander greedily took the unwashed coffee mug
they found left behind in the downstairs break room and guzzled it contents.
Lying back, he lay motionless and waited for the alcohol to do it’s magic as
Race and Mitch guzzled several glasses while devouring several bags of
cookies and protein chips they stole earlier in the evening.



Normally, when his sickness was bad, a glass of Kryff would chase away his
throbbing headache that started at the base of his skull and after a quick run to
the refresher -or in this case-relieving himself into some furnace ductwork, all
of his pain and misery would wash away leaving him feeling fresh and
renewed.

But not this time.

Leaning forward, face pressed against the cool grime of the warehouse wall,
Xander listened as the last of the Kryff left his system and disappeared into the
ductwork. But instead of the relief and euphoria that had always followed the
expulsion, his nausea, throbbing headache and fatigue seemed to intensify. He
needed to lie down, needed to get off of his feet…
He collapsed on the way back to his cot.
Voices rose in concern and he was aware of being lifted and put back down on
something soft. Mind spinning a million kilometers a minute he grasped at
words and images like a man trying to grab onto apiece of driftwood amidst a
hurricane.
Calming his breathing, he tried to listen past the roar in his ears, but could only
pick up bits of conversation that seeped through between the rhythmic
pounding in his head.

“…can’t keep this up much longer…”

“…keep more for ourselves…”

“…turn him in for credits…”

“…never signed on for this…”

Eye sealed shut, Xander couldn’t tell if he was imagining these bits of
conversation or what they even meant. As he tried to make sense of it darkness
rose around him like a fist and squeezed the last fleeting bits of consciousness
from his body.

Something with needle like legs crawled across his face, following the path of
his scar and pulling him back into the conscious world. The prickling sensation
disappeared around his right eye and he figured whatever it was must be sitting



pretty on his eyepatch, observing the world with more clarity than he could
muster.
It was only when he went to knock the arachnid intruder from his face that he
realized his hands wouldn’t move.
Bound behind him, he lay on his cot, head pressed against the coarse brown
rucksack he used for a pillow while he squinted up into the dingy gray morning
through the rust streaked skylight.
The pounding in his head was less intense and his nausea was abated, but he
still felt weak, as if any sudden movements would bring a new round of violent
cramping and sickness. Slowly turning his face to the right, four meters away,
parked at the small table, squirting red sauce onto sandwich sat Race.
The big man’s mechanical arm trembled as he tried to keep his hand steady and
his swollen face glistened with a sheen of sweat; a new rash of red bumps had
erupted along his forehead.
To his right sat Mitch, already devouring what looked like a chunk of red meat.
Mitch looked pale, his skin taking in an unnatural ashen pallor. Neither seemed
to notice he was awake, so he closed his eyes and opened his ears.

“I’ve eaten better food on an Imperial Dungeon ship,” Race snarled. “When is
Banner and the others supposed to show up?”

Between chewing sounds, Mitch grunted. “Dunno. He said expect him
sometime tonight and to expect some backup. He said he didn’t know us well
enough to trust us so if we tried anything funny the hired muscle would pound
us to scrap.”

“Can we trust him?  What if he takes Patch over there and turns him in for the
bounty and cuts us out? Did you ever think about that?”

“What choice do we have? We turn Paddox in ourselves and the Imperials will
drop a line on us so fast we’ll be killed like the rest. Banner is our only
chance…he turns in silver spoons and gives us our cut, maybe he’ll take us on
as hired help,” Mitch said. Chew, chew.

“Don’t know if I wanna spend out the rest of my days as some flunky for a
bounty hunter,” Race snarled.

“Would you rather spend them dead?” Mitch asked.



“You’ll spend them dead regardless,” Xander managed to croak between dry
cracked lips that felt like he’d been sucking on a stun baton. “No matter where
you run or hide, Cyruce Blaac will track you down and kill you.”
Silence filled the apartment, broken by a cough from Race. Head still splitting,
Xander barely managed to keep himself conscious, and closed his eyes to hold
off the dizziness.

“Wow, look Sarge, our little meal ticket is awake. I wouldn’t worry about us,
‘partner’,” Mitch said. Race, or rather “Sarge” gave a weak snicker and took
another noisy bite of his sandwich.

“Yeah, guess that was my mistake. When I met up with that bastard who
pretended to be Vic I made a point to be super cautious. Guess you both got
high marks in the Imperial Imposter Academy,” Xander said with unmasked
contempt. He was telling the truth, until the end he truly believed these men
were his friends, his former teammates.

“Wasn’t too hard slick, all Davas had to do was impersonate a dead man and all
I had to do was impersonate a drunk,” Sarge said, snickering.

“Dead…” Xanders voice cracked and the same feeling he felt when Khara got
shot resurfaced just below his sternum. Just when he thought he couldn’t feel
any worse-he did.

“Oh yeah, that’s right, you didn’t know,” Davas laughed, slurping something
yellow and pasty from his plate and into his mouth.  Xander turned to look at
the man, sitting there with yellow sauce dripping down his chin and onto a
series of pre existing stains decorating his urban colored camo fatigues.
“Mitch Vohar was killed back on Obra Skai, story goes. That big bug of yours
was trying to get him out and used Mitch as a human shield.”

Warmth was pooling in Xanders eyes. “You’re a stinking liar! Deacon would
never have hurt Mitch!  If he died he died fighting Imperial Chicken-crud
guttertrash like you!”

Davas struggled to his feet, kicking his chair over as he tried to stand on unsure
legs. His sickness must have been worse than he was letting on. “Really?  Well,
since we’re getting all caught up,” Davas approached, sneering down at him.
“Let me bring you up to date. Deacon is dead. Mitch is dead. Khara, Palisades,
they are ALL DEAD. Raptor Squad is DEAD boy. And after tonight, after
Banner shows up and takes you in for a cool mil, Sarge and me are going to



disappear and you?  Well, you are gonna disappear too…just not in the same
delightful way we will.”

White hot Rage surge throughout Xander and he struggled against his bindings,
an inhuman roar filling his throat. “I’LL KILL YOU! I’LL TEAR YOU
APART YOU IMPERIAL TRASH!” he screamed, warmth now flowing freely
from the corners of his eyes.

Smiling wide, Davas coughed up a wad of phlegm and spat it onto Xanders
face.  “What was that boy?  You have something to say, lying there trussed up
like a dead womprat?” he was hovering now, reeking of sweat and desperation
and alcohol, staring with his true eyes-eyes that never belonged to his friend
Mitch.
“I liked you better unconscious,” he smiled. The kick came out of nowhere and
connected with the right side of Xanders face, sending shockwaves of pain
through his dead eye and filling the other with stars as everything sank to black.

“Is this him?  Looks like one of ya worked him over with a size eleven,”
someone said.

“This is Maverick? THE Maverick?  He looks like just a kid, not much older
than my sisters kid back on Socorro,” Another voice, not as hard.

“Well what the frell is he supposed to look like?” A third voice. At least three
unknown men.

At least.

“Don’t know, just, you know, not like this. Always heard he was like, over two
meters tall, bristling with muscle, ya know? A guy on Nal Hutta once told me
he seen him and he looked like a big swoop racer…black synthleather jacket,
chains, pair of blasters as big as your head..” the second voice.  A younger man.

“Don’t believe everything you hear,” this was Davas and Xander cracked his
eye open to see who the new additions were.



 Still seated at the table, nursing two bottles of Kryff and illuminated by the
only light in the massive loft- a narrow cylindrical lamp ringed with blue light
panels- were Davas and Sarge, who looked almost too weak to stand.
Positioned off to the side in a knot, almost outside the ring of faint blue light
were four men, faces broken by shadow.  One was a human, in his mid
twenties, dressed in cheap silver bounty hunter armor. The second was a tan
human wearing a simple red tunic and grey trousers and carrying a vibroaxe.
The third was older, bald, with a face lined with age and marked as if he had
seen his share of wars. His overweight frame was clad in some sort of sector
ranger armor, long since painted beige and worn dull with age.
The last was a massive man, with thick reddish hair erupting from his head and
face. He wore black Imperial issued storm commando armor and shouldered a
massive blaster carbine that looked like it belonged mounted to a tripod.
Narrow black eyes focused on Xander and seemed to dissect him with every
twitch.

“Looks like the merchandise is awake,” the red-bearded man said in a low
guttural voice.

“Huh, yeah, he uh, passed out earlier. He’s sick so, you know, he won’t be
much trouble,” Davas said.  Anger welled up inside Xander because of how
true the assessment was. He felt even if he wanted to he simply couldn’t move
his body-not even to save himself.

Cold eyes still scanned him from top to bottom.  “Sick huh?  He’s not going to
die on me is he?  The payday ain’t for no corpse, I need me a breathing piece of
merchandise or else my contact will laugh in my face.”

Turning his head, Xander stared up at the scattering of twinkling stars that
managed to make it past the red streaks on the skylight. Without a medpack or
Kryff or a doctor he had no chance, no shot at escape. He had no choice but to
wait and forfeit his life to these bounty hunters.

“He’s fine Banner, just got a little touch of the Lazarin Bug is all. You pump
him full of some Kryff and antibiotics he’ll be alright,” Sarge said, his voice
drowned by the gurgling of the Kryff bottle.

“I guess. Namford, get over and check his bindings,” Banner ordered. The older
man in beige armor hovered into his field of vision and snarled, producing a
vibroblade. Xander shifted his eye from the skylight to the mans deadly gaze.



“Don’t give me a reason to butcher you son,” he said, as Xander recognized
him as the first voice he heard upon awaking. Leaning over, he drew the blade
back as if to sever Xander’s bindings, then the power went out.   

“What?  You two trying to pull something!?! Banner roared in the darkness.
Someone knocked over a bottle that crashed to the ground. “Cheeky, get the
glowrod out!”

“Yes sir,” “Cheeky” replied.  Xander recognized his voice as the second he
heard-the younger man in the silver armor.

“No! It’s just a bad fuse, we had to steal some power,” Sarge sputtered.

“Stay calm son, blade like this might slip in my old hands,” Namfrod growled,
the scent of rotten meat and cheap whiskey drifting from the old man’s mouth
like sewage. Silhouetted against the skylight, Xander looked past the man’s
shadow and into the azure night sky.

Something moved.

“I got it!  I got,” a narrow beam of yellow light shot skyward as Cheeky ignited
the glowrod, the beam glinting off of the cloudy glass ceiling.

Hitting the skylight with the force of a thunderclap, the pyramid erupted in a
shower of glass shards as…something…dropped from above.

Jerking his face to the right and shutting his eyes to avoid the shower of glass,
he forced his eye open when something hit the table, reducing it to splinters.

“What the hell!  Cheeky get that light over…” but the younger man was already
pointing the shaft in the center of the room.

No one spoke. Uncurling itself from a crouching position, a shape stood erect,
arms out to its side. In the darkness the shaft of light tried to focus on a defining
shape but the light glimmered and refracted, as if falling trough a thousand
facets in a single crystal.

“Kill it!” Banner roared and the room erupted in motion.

Knocked from their chairs, Davas and Sarge scurried backwards as Namford
raced from side of Xanders cot, vibroblade slashing at the moving shape. He



struck something metallic with the humming blade but the shape, looking
humanoid in the jerking shaft of light, spun, winding up behind Namford and
lacing what appeared to be an arm, around the old mans throat.

Brilliant yellow blaster fire thundered from Banners cannon, but instead of
ripping the intruder apart, bored holes through Namfords piece-meal armor.
Knocked from his feet, the old man spun like a ragdoll in the air, catching
another bolt that eliminated his right arm before his corpse collapsed twitching
to the ground.

“I got him! I think…” Banner shouted.

But the shape was gone.

“He’s over here,” Davas shouted, now brandishing his own blaster in Cheeky’s
spotlight. Firing two shots in rapid succession, the humanoid figure sidestepped
the red bolts that lit up the room, closing with the Imperial Impersonator.
Before Davas could fire again, he was jerked from the flicker of the glowrod
and into the darkness, his weapon thrown clattering across the floor where it
came to an abrupt stop against Xander’s cot.

“Find him!” Banner shouted as Cheeky tried to locate the missing Imperial. He
didn’t have to look long- sailing through the air, Davas crashed to the ground
beside Cheeky with a sick thud, his head turned at an angle it was never meant
to.

“Woah! Wait! Sarge screamed from a far corner of the room. A gruesome snap
echoed throughout the loft as something heavy and soft collapsed to the
ground.

“Back to back Boys! So he cant get the drop on us,” Banner snarled as the three
remaining bounty hunters, Banner, Cheeky and red tunic all closed with each
other.
Slowly, as a knot, they began to move in unison, towards the staircase with
small shuffling steps. They were halfway there when something hit the loft
floor, rolling lazily across the rough wooden planks

“Gren…” Banner managed to get out before a flash of brilliant white light lit
the room up like a turbolaser.



“My eyes!” Cheeky screamed, followed by the sound of his glowrod hitting the
ground.

Xanders own eye, just getting adjusted to the darkness, was rendered useless.
After a millisecond he was glad. Behind the darkness of his eyes the sounds
that reached his ears were gruesome…bones snapping, several at a time, the
roar of a repeating blaster, its heat scorching the air directly above his face and
leaving the sharp scent of ionized air, screams…screams that he’d never heard
men make before.

It all seemed to last for hours, but in reality, it was only seconds.

Whatever was in the room that cut through these bounty hunters in seconds was
now in here, with him, alone.

“Huh, hey. I don’t know, if you are with one of those Imperial Hit teams, I…”

“Quiet.Save your strength,” a smooth metallic voice commanded.

He cracked open his eye, but darkness had taken the room again. Something
pierced his arm and he felt liquid fire pour into his veins. “LORD!” he
screamed, his thick dry tongue getting in the way.   

Pulling away he felt a surge of strength and sat bolt upright in the cot, coming
face to face with his own reflection. In the darkness, eye wide with terror and
fear, his breath came in great gasps that fogged up the mirrored faceplate just
centimeters away.
His body went rigid and darkness tore him apart this time, his body shaking
with such pain that the only thing he could do was pass out and wish for a
quick death.
“Go ahead and take me you Bast-bastard,” he growled, giving himself over to
whatever lay on the other side of death.

Light warmed his face. When Xander Paddox was a young boy on Palagia, he
had a favorite room in the upper floor of House Paddox. Nestled near the rear
of the immense estate, the room was a storage nook that had a grand circular
window that faced the rising sun in the mornings.   



After an early breakfast he would steal away to that room and lay on a dusty
long forgotten divan, surrounded by ancient throw-covered furniture and
statuary, daydreaming for hours about adventure and Jedi knights while the sun
warmed his face.
Just like now. For a moment, he lay with his eyes closed, hoping, praying that
when he opened them, he would be looking out upon the glistening domed
rooftop of his family’s massive conservatory. If he wished hard enough, maybe
he could wish away his prison time on Roardak, his time as Maverick, the
people he killed, the….

He opened his eyes a crack.

A strip of sunlight fell through a tall floor to ceiling window to his left, its
rounded apex decorated with intricate stained glass of blue, red and yellow. He
was lying in a massive bad that could hold four comfortably, covered by thick
rich bedclothes that smelled clean-something he hadn’t smelled in years. In
addition to clean bedclothes he could tell he had been washed, with his ragged
hair trimmed so it wasn’t falling down in front of his face now.
As his vision in his left eye cleared and adjusted, he began to inspect the rest of
the room.   
Despite the sunlight the room had very dark subdued colors. Rich red wood
paneling covered the walls, decorated with several ornate paintings framed in
expensive moldings. Set into several nooks, various sculptures caught and
reflected bits of sunlight, drawing his eye towards them involuntarily.
Directly in font of him, centered above a massive stone fireplace was a modern
holoprojection screen, deactivated as it sat nestled in a recessed nook.
Beyond the scent of dry clean linens, the smell of polished wood and the aroma
of the fireplace, Xander could smell the mouthwatering scent of food, drifting
from beyond a wide rectangular door.
Behind him something beeped.
Turning his head slightly he realized several wires snaked from somewhere
behind his head and into his right and left arms. He tied to see where they came
from but a shot of pain from the base of his skull stopped his investigation
quick, and he lowered himself back into the deep soft pillows.
Nausea threatened to take him back into the darkness like a brute pulling a
victim in to a dark alleyway. If he remained still and motionless, he could hold
onto consciousness, but not for long. Sleep was already tugging at the
drawstrings of his mind.
To his right, the large ornate door silently swung open, letting in a gust of cool
air and the smell of home cooking. Standing in the doorway, a tray of bowls in
his hands, stood a small Bith.   



Adorned in a white smock, the being entered, his massive bulbous head and
large black eyes bobbing as he walked.  He was humming quietly to himself,
and gently placed the tray of bowls in front of Xander, where, upon the flick of
a switch, it hovered in place above his lap.

“Hurm. This should be to your liking Master Paddox,” the Bith said, curling his
face in what Xander could tell was a smile.

“Uhm, thanks. I’m not sure where…” to talk took some effort. He stopped and
closed his eyes.

“Please, there is much time for questions and answers. I must insist first that
you convalesce and grow strong. The surgery you underwent was extensive and
tends to take a lot out of a person,” the Bith placed a firm but gentle hand on
his shoulder.

“Surgery? Surgery for what?” Xander managed.

“The surgery to save your life,” the Bith answered, snapping his fingers.  From
the hallway a 3P0 droid, painted matte white with a red circle in the center of
its forehead, stepped into the room and maneuvered over to the bed.

“This is F-3p0, medical assistant and interpersonal relations. She specializes in
recovery therapy and will be your personal assistant while you enjoy your
stay,” the Bith smiled.

“Huh? Who are you people?  Where is the guy who kidnapped me? How did
you know my name? What…” but the Bith was already nodding and heading
out the door.

“You may call me Doc Bluth. I must go Master Paddox, but please, enjoy your
stay, and get your rest,” the small being said as it disappeared into the hallway.

“Who was that little guy?” Xander asked, head throbbing.

The 3P0 droid replied in a series of beep that Xander didn’t understand while
leaning over and removing the lid from a covered bowl. The smell hit Xander
like a prizefighter and his head swam with the intoxicating scent.

“Great, I can tell you are going to be loads of fun to talk to,” Xander mumbled.



 Letting the 3P0 droid shovel spoonful after spoonful into his mouth, he put his
questions out of his mind for the time being, and devoured the first real food
he’d had in recent memory.

Between bouts of consciousness that never seemed to last for more than ten to
fifteen minutes at the most, Xander Paddox dreamt. In some dreams he was
with Raptor Squad, pulling operations or just goofing off as closeknit friends
tend to do; in others, he was with friends long dead…Baalthazar Cochroth, a
Trianni Jedi and former teammate, now deceased, often talked to him in his
dreams. They talked about the past, the future, and sometimes, most times, they
didn’t speak at all. They just sat, quietly, as if waiting for something or
someone.
He didn’t mind the dreams. Dreams like that were soothing, relaxing.

Nothing at all like his nightmares.

Nightmares, dark memories, violent excursions into his subconscious-he would
wake from these sweating, sometimes screaming, often, weeping.
There was no comfort in his nightmares, no reassuring Jedi to put a friendly
hand on his shoulder. All that waited for him in those dark times was violence
and brutality –violence and brutality HE created.
Sometimes it was Blacklyst, as a group, sitting at a distance as a bomb
exploded, incinerating families and children enjoying a warm afternoon at a
fair. Sometimes it was just him. Alone. Merr-Sonn in hand, sending angry red
bolts into the eye sockets of children without a second thought. Sometimes, the
red bolts twisted, curled, into fiery red dragons that rose into the sky and
breathed fire down onto innocent people who ran, screaming, trying to get
away.
But none did.
In the end, the dragon unleashed unholy hellfire on every last man woman and
child, their charred skeletal corpse reaching up to Xander with curled hands,
praying, weeping, begging for help…begging for their life back.

He woke screaming.  Beyond the massive glass, a crack of thunder, a flash of
lightning-branching brilliant white across the night sky.
Sweat, cold as if freshly squeezed from an iceberg stood out on his forehead,
saturating the collar of his white gown. Rain ran in a vertical waterfall down
the window, turning the colors and lights of the distant skyline into a living,
moving abstract.



He wasn’t alone.
At the foot of the bed, easily three meters away, stood a shimmering white
figure, unmoving while thin dark shadows moved in a repeating pattern down
it’s body.

The Ghost.

“You’ve come, to, ki...kill me?  For what I’ve done?” Xander challenged.
Squinting with his left eye, he could just make out the shimmering gold
faceplate of a helmet.
The helmet he saw back in the loft.
Lightning lit up the room again, and when his eye adjusted the figure was gone.
He scanned the room, but saw nothing disturbed, nothing out of place. He
wondered if he’d imagined the figure and lay his head back against his pillow.
He drifted in and out of sleep the rest of the night, awaking only once more,
when he heard voices.

“….I’ve already run tests. Several…” Doc Bluth’s voice-he thought. Since the
first meeting he’d never really seen much of the Bith, just fleeting glimpses
through the crack of the door.

He was talking to someone. In the hallway, but he couldn’t see who, so he
listened.

“His eye is perfectly fine. The trouble is not physical, it is emotional.”

Were they talking about him?  What was he saying?  Confused and angry,
Xander closed his eye and drifted back off to sleep, jaw clenched tighter than a
Hutt gripping a cred.

Celanon.
He was on Celanon. The skyline looked familiar to him the first time he saw it,
and now he knew why. While crewing with Raptor Squad they’d spent some
time on the commerce planet between missions. But he’d never spent any real
time in this area-the residential district.
When F-3P0 came in for his routine visit and to bring him breakfast, the first of
three such visits throughout the day, he began the morning with the same
question he had every morning for the past month.



“Morning F-3P0. What am I doing here?” he asked, not expecting an answer-
well, not expecting an answer he could understand anyway. He didn’t care, he
liked the isolation, not that he was ever awake long enough for any of it to
matter. It didn’t matter, at least he wasn’t out killing people anymore. Whatever
Bluth did to him, it was taking a while to get over.

“Greetings Master Paddox. You are getting better it would appear,” the 3P0
droid replied in a soft feminine voice.  Xander almost spit out a mouthful of
juice.

“You can talk!”

The white 3P0 unit cocked its head. “I’ve been talking to you this entire time
Master Paddox, you simply could not understand.”

He stared at the droid, frustration balling his hands into weak fists. “Look, I’m
in no mood for your smart attitude! What am I doing here? Who brought me
here? Am I under arrest or something?”

“Not at all, you may leave at any time if you feel you would find better
treatment at one of the local Imperial hospitals,” F-3p0 replied, arranging a
bowl of steaming oats before him. The scent of Cinnasugh and butter hit his
nose and flipped his stomach like a flapjack.

“Look, where am I? Who’s house is this?” he asked.

“You are a guest of Doctor Bluth. Now, please try to eat and get your rest.”

“What about the ghost?” Xander spouted.

The 3P0 stared impassively for a moment, gently placing a metallic hand on his
shoulder. “I’m sorry. They should have told you when you were younger
Master Paddox. There are no such things as ‘ghosts’.”
Xander stared vibroblades at the droid. “Can I at least get a comp in here?
Something to do while I waste away?”

An hour later he wished he had kept his request to himself.

Placed before him, the portable comp hovered on his breakfast tray among a
pastry and half empty cup of juice. Linked up with the local Celanon Public



Library and no less than three dozen news services, he had virtually unlimited
access to the local and galactic news and news archives.
He lost himself in time, not realizing the day turning to night, the hovering of a
lunch, then dinner tray off to his right. He could do nothing but focus on the
screen that glowed in front of his face, telling him in great detail about all of
the people he helped to kill.

Hundreds, thousands, scattered throughout the galaxy-blown up, incinerated,
shot, strangled, stabbed, necks broken. The crimes Blacklyst unleashed on
humanity seemed without end.
Lying, unmoving, he scanned every word, every picture every story, every
obituary. A young girl sent into a park with a bomb strapped to her body. A
husband forced to watch his family tortured and killed in front of him because
he walked in to the wrong room at the wrong time.
The faces of the dead stared at him in the darkness, silently accusing.  Silently
passing judgment on him. And every verdict was the same.
Guilty.

Little boys, little girls, infants, families, soldiers, wives, prostitutes, criminals,
Imperials, New Republic…all were victims, none of them survived.  Blacklyst,
like a plague, washed over the galaxy, leaving a trail of pain and death in their
wake.
He deserved no less than death. None of them did.

Tapping away at the volumes upon volumes of news stories and articles he felt
hollow, empty. Weeping, grieving, none of it would bring those people back,
none of it would reunite families or give them one more breath of life or undo
the wrongs forced upon them. No more second chances, for any of them. HE
wept anyway, for them, for himself, for Raptor Squad.

He stopped, fingers freezing above the keyboard.

Before him, staring with wide innocent eyes, Princess Fio Nibb cast a helpless
glance from the haze of the comp screen.

“Rygal 7 Royalty rumored dead; Body found in trunk of repuslor sedan,” a
headline, several months old, screamed above the photo.
Eyes locked onto hers, he couldn’t move, couldn’t even breathe.

“No…not you,” he whispered, warmth pooling in the lid of his eye.



Shimmering on the screen, gold eyes bored into his soul and he found himself
back in that scumhole hotel, surrounded by fire, unable to stop Ssvit from
spiriting her into the night, taking her in long unbroken strides to her doom. A
doom he was a part of, another death he could have stopped. But didn’t.
Because he followed orders.

  Jamming the comp closed, he shoved the tray away, where it hovered off to
the left, turning slightly.
The house creaked, old wood married to a duracrete foundation groaning with
the stress of age, falling silent as the wind picked up outside.   
Gritting his teeth, he forced himself from the bed, sliding off the edge and
collapsing to the ground. Numb, he pulled himself along the floor, eventually
drawing his legs beneath his body until he was able to crawl.
Knees dragging against deep rich carpeting, he managed to make it to the door,
and, bracing himself against the doorjamb pulled with all of his strength, the
door gliding open silently.
Nothing moved in the dark hallways of the estate. Gripping the doorhandle, he
pulled himself up, slowly getting his footing. He was still weak, but managed to
move, slowly, unsteadily, down the hallway.
Lined on both sides with similar doors, the hallway was paneled in the same
wood and hung with various tapestries and paintings.  Moonlight poured
through a window at the end of the hall, casting a long strip of pale illumination
along the carpeting. Off to his right, past a curio cabinet filled with antique
canes, stood the door he was looking for, nestled tightly between two suites.
Gripping the handle, he wasn’t surprised to find the door open and pushed
quietly, so that a bit of the faint moonlight illuminated the cabinets and shelves
within.
Entering he dropped onto a nearby stool, opening the glass doors of each
cabinet until he found what he was looking for.

Painkillers.

Lined up like an army of glass soldiers, the bottles were stacked six deep and
ten across. Unsheathing a large syringe, Xander loaded the needle with the
contents of three full bottles, bringing the sharp tip against the thick vein
dipping into the hollow of his right forearm.

“I…I don’t deserve a death this painless, I’m sorry” he whispered to those souls
who might be bearing witness, and took a deep breath.



“Put it down.”

He stopped, jerking around on the stool as the overhead light panels snapped
on. Shocking his left eye, his vision adjusted and he sat open mouthed,
squinting at the Ghost.

No, not a Ghost.   
In the pale fluorescent antiseptic light of the medicine room, the Ghost was just
a man. Dressed in white armor with gold trim, a halfcape fell off of his right
shoulder and down his back while a white helmet with a gold faceplate cast his
reflection back at him. He filled the doorway, broad shoulders and a powerful
physique encased in a flawless white shell that seemed to absorb the light and
reflect it back tenfold.   
Xander stared, motionless, watching the reflection of his left hand tremble as
the needled danced around his vein.   

“Why? You, you don’t get your bounty if I’m dead? Huh?” he snapped.

“No,” the Ghost approached, slowly, crossing his arms and staring down at
Xander when he was just a meter away. “You aren’t going to kill yourself
because you are stronger than this.”

Xander’s mouth went dry. “What?  What are you some sort of drug abuse
counselor or something?”

“Something like that,” the Ghost replied in a smooth even mettallic tone. He
carried an accent Xander noted as familiar but couldn’t place.

“Then why don’t you go peddle your line of drek on some Nar Shadda junkies
pal! You don’t know anything about me or what I’ve done! You talk about
strength,” Xander croaked laughter from his dry throat. “I wasn’t strong enough
to stop them. I wasn’t strong enough to save her…” tears coursed from the
corner of his eye as his shoulders collected into knots and he felt grief hammer
at his chest. “”Now she’s dead, just a kid…because of me…”

“Fio Nibb,” the Ghost said.

Eyes closed Xander nodded at her name. “Yeah, she was just a kid, a Princess,
and she...her body was found…”

“Xander.”



Cracking his left eye open, Xander wiped it clear and stared at a shimmering
blue holo that hovered in the air just centimeters from a disc seated in the
Ghosts open palm. The image was two dimensional, but was enlarged to show
a grainy photo of a small dark skinned girl with ragged locks of black hair-
dissecting her face was an unmistakablepale cross.

“This was a surveillance photo taken just seven weeks ago,” the Ghost said.

Staring open mouthed, Xander looked up as the image disappeared.  “You
know where she is?!? Who are you?  How did you get that?”

Stepping to the side, the Ghost gestured into the hallway. “Trade secret. If you
would rather take a walk instead of killing yourself,” he nodded to the needle
still clutched in Xander’s hand, “we can discuss it further.”

Walking was difficult, but every time Xander felt his legs buckle, the Ghost
was there to catch him and keep him upright. They made their way through the
silent estate, walking in silence for a bit with the Ghost stopping to observe
paintings or tapestries before Xander’s impatience got the better of him.

“Look, uhm, whoever you are, you said you had info on Princess Nibb, and
Blacklyst, but I don’t even know who you are or what your intentions are.
Before I take another step, I need to know who I’m dealing with.”

The Ghost continued walking.

“I am a locator. I was hired to find you by an interested party and make sure
you were returned to him safe.”

“Who?” Xander asked, cocking an eyebrow.

“That will be made apparent in time.”

“Uh-Huh. I saw you tracking us back on Lazarian IV. Guess since I’m not
rotting in an Imperial holding cell you don’t work for the Imps. You got a
name?”



“My name is Sycthe. Some refer to me as Guardian.”

“Guardian? Like a Guardian Angel?” Xander asked, throwing a sideways
glance at the man in white towering above him by at least three inches.

A metallic chuckle rolled from the helmets vocabulator. “That all depends on
who you ask I suppose.”

“Yeah, well, I don’t expect to see many angels after what I’ve done. People like
me don’t go upstairs when they die.”

“Really? Then why are you so quick to take your own life?” Guardian asked.

Stopping at the top of a grand staircase that overlooked a circular sitting room
with a tremendous view of the grounds, Xander stared at the glittering lights of
distant Celanon City as his mind drifted back to the botched job on Rygal 7. “I
deserve no less Guardian. I…the things I did, the people I’ve killed.
Sometimes, at night, I dream about them, about killing them. I kill them over
and over again and I can’t wake up, I can’t do anything but just lay there and
watch them all die, over and over again,” his breathing grew heavy and he felt
his eyes begin to burn.
A strong hand grasped his shoulder and turned him.   

“You were a pawn Xander Paddox. A piece moved across an intergalactic
holochess board. You were allowed the illusion of free will-but that’s all it was,
an illusion. For you, and for all of your teammates”

“An illusion? Tell that to the families who are lying dead in the ground because
of what I did,” Xander said, staring into space.

Softly, Guardian moved his hand up to the rear of his neck and in one swift
motion quickly jerked a bandage from his skin.

“OW!” Xander exclaimed as a shot of pain exploded from the base of his skull.
“What are you,” but his words caught in his throat as his fingers went to
intercept Guardians hand-and felt the rise of soft new skin tissue running
vertically along his neck. “What the hell…”

“It’s an incision Xander, Doctor Bluth removed a parasite from your body
called a Juhea Worm,” Guardian said, folding the bandage into a small square



and sliding it into his palm. “They attach themselves to your brainstem and
allow for mental manipulation and suggestion.”

“Mental manipulation?” Xander said softly, finger tracing along the thin scar.

“Yes. Cyruce Blaac was able to use torture and brainwashing in conjunction
with the Juhea’s properties to break the will and moral fabric of you and the
other members of Raptor Squad. After a time the Juhea themselves grow ill and
produce toxins, toxins that can be neutralized by ingesting a certain elixir
produced on the planet Korbin…”

“Kryff! That’s why we always had to go back to Korbin! That’s why the Kryff
always...”

“Correct,” Guardian crossed his arms and dipped his head as if in thought.
“When I found you on Lazarin IV you were in the final stages of Juhea shock,
beyond the point where Kryff would help you.  Doctor Bluth estimated you had
perhaps a few more days, at the most, before the toxins would have begun
eroding your brain cells by the millions. A coma would have followed- then
death.”

“Maybe that is what I deserved.  For what I did…” Xander said silently.

“You could have killed yourself when you were on the run on Lazarian IV,
why didn’t you?” Guardian asked, turning and following the staircase as it
wound upwards.

Xander followed in silence as they reached the top, where Guardian led them to
a wide ornate door at the top of the staircase. “I just, it just didn’t seem right.  I
mean, I know for what I’ve done I should be dead, I deserve it. I just, I can’t let
this go Guardian, I can’t turn my back on the people I’ve killed without trying
to…they deserve revenge, pure and simple, and I guess, I guess I want it too.”

“Revenge is tricky business Xander Paddox,” Pressing his hand against a black
scanner set beside the door the large wooden portal swung wide and Guardian
ushered his guest in. “In the end, the satisfaction you think you will feel
sometimes leads to deeper wounds than those you initially suffered.”

The room was large, circular, and illuminated by a cylindrical aquarium that
sprung from its center, casting blue light throughout. Floor to ceiling windows



were spaced along it perimeter, providing a panoramic view of Celanon and the
surrounding grounds.
Scattered throughout were several chairs, a bed and a desk.  Files and various
crates sat in semi-organized piles here and there.

“I’m willing to take that chance,” Xander snarled. “Blaac mind raped me and
everyone I cared about and turned us loose like a pack of rabid Vornskrs…that
Bastard deserves to pay with his frelling life.”

Staring out one of the windows, Guardian nodded. “Blacc deserves to be
brought to justice. But how long will it be before the voices scream so loudly
you cannot hear? Before your revenge turns from Blaac onto yourself?  How
long will it be Xander Paddox, before frustration and anger and remorse pulls
you to the abyss and the guilt that you feel pushes you over?”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about, I, Blaac is to blame, Blaac…” but
even as he spoke, he knew it was only partially true. How long would it be?
How long would he last?  What would send him over the edge next time?
Another news clipping? Or maybe article on a murdered child?  And what if
next time he had a blaster in his hand instead of a syringe?  And what if
Guardian wasn’t around….

“You’re tainted Xander, your soul is stained with the blood of those you’ve
killed, the children who’ve died, and every time you look through your eye you
will only see the faces of those who demand justice.” Guardian said, still
staring out the window.

Rage, shame and anger welled up inside Xander like a spring. “Then why?
Why save me and bring me here?  Why tell me all of this? Why not just let me
die back there?!?” he screamed.

Still turned away, Guardian stood immobile. “Remove that patch you carry
over your right eye, remove it and look to your future with fresh eyes, Xander
Paddox, eyes not clouded by the bloody haze of violence and death you cast
upon the galaxy as Maverick.”

“I can’t I’m blind…” Xander stammered.

“You’re blind to what you must do, nothing else. Now remove that patch and
be held accountable. NOW.”



Hand trembling, Xander reached up and slowly pulled the patch away. The pain
was momentary as he let the patch drop, slowly massaging at the scar that
scored his face. Slowly, gradually, his right eye began to adjust- his vision still
blurred, but he realized he could see.

“If you are ready to right the wrongs you’ve committed; if you are ready to set
upon the galaxy and bring justice to Blaac and those who did this to you, then
turn around and walk through the door to your right,” Guardian said, still facing
the window. “Or continue to run, hiding until the voices grow so loud that the
only way to drown them out is by filling your ear with the roar of your Merr-
Sonn.”

Turning, Xander felt his breath come in shallow gasps as he spied a door set
into the wall to the right of the room’s main doorway. Slowly, hands gripping
into balls, he focused his eyes on the plain wooden door, tucked neatly out of
the way.

“I’m not sure I…” Xander said.

“Then don’t open that door. Once you do, your life will be forever changed,
and there is no turning back.”

“What’s in here?” he asked, his voice cracking.

Silence. “A future.You’re future, if you are ready,” Guardian said.

Gripping the handle, Xander took a deep breath, and pulled the door wide.

Darkness, then, briefly, a flicker of light from above. In that second, in that
moment before the flicker became a full shaft of white light that fell before
him, his heart stopped.   

Standing before him, staring from an emotionless red domed helmet and black
reflective T-bar visor stood a suit of Mandalorian Armor. But not just any suit,
and not just any Mandalorian.

Raddix Cairn.

Stapping back, Xanders hands instinctively went to a gunbelt that was no
longer there, brushing against his cotton hospital gown. He froze when he



realized the suit was just that, a suit. Not the fearsome mercenary that was once
the persona of his teammate and friend Vic Palisades.

“Where, where did you get this?” he whispered, eyes taking in the black and
red armor, hanging motionless in the narrow closet. Every component that
made up Raddix Cairn was accounted for: Helmet, red scarred chestplate, black
neo-leather bodysuit, forearm gauntlets, and crisscrossing a webbed utility belt-
smooth black leather gun holsters-home to two chrome plated Sentinel IV
blaster pistols.
The suit almost seemed to call to him, to beckon to him, to judge him-as if it
wondered if he was worthy to set his murderous eyes upon it. With an unsteady
hand he reached up and traced the contour of the helmet, feeling every scratch,
every notch of damage that the armor wore as a testament to a history of battle
and combat…and honor.

“Put it on. You’ll find it fits.”

As if in a daze, Xander found himself dropping his white gown to the ground
and reaching into the cool closet, hands closing on the supple black leather and
rigid crimson chestplate..

A moment later, clasping the gunbelt together, he flexed his fist and listened to
the satisfying crack of leather. It did fit…like a glove. Wrapped about his bare
body, the neo-leather felt like a second skin and the armor felt as if it weren’t
there at all.
Through the t-visor the room lit up as if someone sparked a flare, with every
shadow giving their dark secrets to him without hesitation.

“You didn’t answer my question,” he heard his voice emerge with a electronic
hiss as he scanned the ceiling and the school of tiny winged fish that swam in
packs throughout the aquarium.  Fish that he’d seen before…with a thin tail,
they were called…
Vorkas. They were from Wroona…his teammate Khara had one tattooed on her
upper back…

At Guardians silence, Xander turned staring at the man.

“Who are you?” he demanded.



Still motionless, looking out the window Guardian slowly turned towards
Xander. Reaching up, he snapped a buckle on the underside of his helmet, and
with both hands, lifted it from his head.

Vic Palisades stood clad in white armor, head shaved bald and wearing a small
smile. Xander Paddox felt the air rush from his lungs as he took a step back.
Neither spoke for a full minute. Slowly, Xander removed his own helmet.

“I’m not sure if I should slug you or hug you,” Xander finally said.

“I’ve gotten used to both,” Vic replied.

Approaching, Xander stared intently at his former partners face, narrowing in
on his eyes. The last time he looked into those eyes they belonged to someone
else, someone dark, evil…
He knew these eyes, beyond anything else he would believe in his life, he
needed no proof but to look into this mans eyes. This was Vic Palisades…the
man he came to love like a brother.

“I thought you were dead,” Xander said quietly.

“I was. I came back.”

Emotion took over and Xander gripped Vic in a tight hug as his former partner
matched his embrace.   
Finally, after several minutes, Xander pushed away, wiping his face dry.
“Damn it’s good to see you man!  I, I never thought I would…”

“I know, I know Xan,” Vic said smiling. “Take it easy, you’ve been through a
lot,” he said clapping Xander on is crimson shoulder pauldron.

“I’ve got a million questions, I just don’t know where to begin,” Xander said,
falling into a small chair pushed against the window.

Dropping into a seat opposite of his partner, Vic lay the Guardian helmet on the
ground and ran a hand along his smooth head. “I’ve got a million of my own,
but don’t worry kid, we’ve got all the time in the galaxy-and a hell of a lot to
make up for. Our team is out there, somewhere, and we have to find them
before Blaac does.”



“Someone told me they were all dead,” Xander said, leaning forward and
planting his elbows on his knees. “They said Mitch, and you and…”

“Someone? You mean the Imperials who took you hostage? Well, on one count
they werent lying. Mitch did perish on Oboro-Skai,” Vic said, rubbing his
temple with a pristine white glove.

“Damn, Mitch wasn’t around long but I really liked him,” Xander said, letting
silence hang between them for a moment. “How did you know they were
Imperials?” he finally asked.

“You mean besides them trying to sell you off to a bounty hunter?” Vic
smirked, leaning back he hit a keystroke on the dormant computer that sat
quietly on the desk.
Snapping to life on the dark screen, profiles of former Raptors appeared on a
digital blue background, with various stats scrolling to life beneath each photo.
“DNA samples from the New Republic archives. The same samples I used to
make sure you were the real Xander before I made my flashy entrance.”

Xander stared intently at the scrolling displays. “So there won’t be any
mistake? There won’t be any chance…”

Vic shook his head and turned back. “No, too much has been lost for another
mistake to be made,” he said, his voice cracking at the last as if he were going
to choke up. Another mistake. Xander considered pushing his partner for
details but chose to wait. “So they are still alive? The rest of the team?”

“Yeah, they are still out there…just…lost.” Vic said, eyes focusing on some
distant point in the dark Celanon sky.

“But how do you know?”

“I…I can just feel them Xan. I just know that they are still alive out there,
somewhere. And in a lot of danger…and only we can help save them,” he
looked back at Xander, eyes dancing with a glimmer of hope. “Do you think
you are ready to get to work?”

As the dim orange glow of dawn began to fill the world, Raddix Cairn turned to
take in the sliver of gold on the distant horizon; prepared to right the wrongs of



the man called Maverick and avenge the souls of those who’d suffered. “You
bet your life Guardian, and I can’t wait to get started.”

The End


